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O

ver the last forty years, the West has witnessed
an almost complete collapse of its longestablished consensus on sexual mores. Many
Christians today are bewildered that public
attitudes to sexuality, which had formerly been influenced
by the Church, have reversed dramatically in the space of a
mere generation. The question in the minds of many is: how
do we explain this radical shift?
While the Protestant Church seems to have been caught
largely unawares by the pace of the sexual revolution, some
of its more far-sighted prophets had warned that powerful
religious undercurrents would soon sweep across the
cultural landscape, displacing everything in their path.
In 1898, during the Stone Lectures at Princeton
University, Abraham Kuyper, the Dutch theologian, alerted
the Church to the creeping influence of paganism. He
forecast that modernism, after “the absolute fruitlessness”
of its endeavours, would be followed by a period of mystical
pagan spirituality. As he looked into the distant future, he
saw the looming threat of pagan thought, pagan aspiration
and pagan ideals in the rising generation. Sixty years later,
his prediction was vindicated with the arrival of the Age of
Aquarius and the Sexual Revolution.
Carl Henry, one of the most eminent Christian thinkers
in recent times, agreed with Kuyper over the threat facing
the Church. In his book Twilight of a Great Civilization, he
pointed to paganism as the great danger now facing us. “Our
generation,” he said, “is lost to the truth of God and the
reality of divine revelation”. Instead, he claimed Western
culture was “paying dearly in a swift relapse to paganism.”
If Kuyper and Henry are both correct, and the popularity
of new age spirituality is not a passing phenomenon, this
suggests that the Church should be fighting an apologetic
war on several fronts at the same time. Of course, fighting
a war on multiple fronts is always an unwelcome task.
Whenever we are engaged in a titanic struggle, our
tendency is to concentrate our forces at the enemy’s most
vulnerable point. Over the last century, the Church has
largely directed its apologetic efforts to the challenge of
modernism. However, as Dr Peter Jones suggests in this
latest issue of AP, the Church needs to realise that a
resurgent paganism is where the new danger lies.
Peter Hastie
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Rebellion
The sexual revolution is an attempt to make God irrelevant.

T

here is little doubt that the
homosexual lobby in the West
has engineered one of the
most successful campaigns for
social and legislative change in the last
century. No other group has achieved
such success in transforming the prevailing culture and in restricting religious
freedom. What has caused such radical
shifts in social attitudes towards homosexuality over the past few decades? And
how did this shift take place on an international level in such a short time? Dr
Peter Jones answers these questions in
this interview.
Dr Jones is the director of
truthXchange and an adjunct Professor
of New Testament at Westminster
Theological Seminary, Escondido,
California. He holds a MDiv from
Gordon-Conwell Seminary, a ThM from
Harvard Divinity School and a PhD in
New Testament from Princeton
Theological Seminary. He was a boyhood
friend of John Lennon and played music
with him. He is still a keen musician who
plays jazz piano.
A former missionary theological educator in France, Dr Jones is the author of
a number of best-sellers, The Gnostic
Empire Strikes Back, Spirit Wars, and
Cracking Da Vinci’s Code. Dr Jones has a
web-site: www.truthXchange.com
Peter, the pop songs of the 1960s and
’70s proclaimed a new world order of
peace through the sexual revolution.
Was the sexual revolution a totally
new phenomenon, or were there
earlier precedents?
As I have studied the changes that
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Dr Peter Jones
talks to
Peter Hastie

began in the ’60s, it seems to me that, at
its roots, the sexual revolution that took
place then was a massive and frontal
assault on a theistic view of reality and
on a binary understanding of sexuality
(that is, the view that heterosexuality is
the norm for human relationships).
Whether we realise it or not, Christian
theism, what I call Two-ism, and a binary
view of sexuality have formed the underpinnings of 1700 years of Western civilisation. So the sexual revolution of the
’60s was a deliberate and calculated
attempt to deconstruct the edifice of our
cultural traditions and worldview.
My hunch is that the West, including
Australia, may never recover from the
sweeping changes that began then. To
the extent that the Christian church
bears witness to God’s plan for sexuality
in the world, it will become a social scapegoat. Christians today will face the same
taunts that the Roman historian Tacitus
made against Christians in the first century. He said that they were “haters of
humanity”. It was a dramatic and overdrawn way of saying that first century
Christians were not playing the game of
following the values of the world and
worshiping the emperor.
I think we are living through a similar
scenario today. What most people miss is
that the ongoing sexual revolution represents the deconstruction of Western
civilisation and its reconstruction on a
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radically different basis. People sometimes say to me, “But hasn’t this happened before?” And my reply is, “Not
really.” We have had outbreaks of sexual
deviancy in the past, such as in ancient
Rome. Likewise, earlier in the 20th century in Germany there was a cult of sexual deviance that arose in intellectual circles and had some connection with the
occult. It actually spawned figures like
Carl Jung, who was one of the architects
of the ’60s revolution. So there are some
parallels. However, in my judgment,
what we have seen in the last generation
is unprecedented.
Why? Is it due to the far-reaching
effects of the ’60s sexual revolution
or is it because of its underlying
ideological commitments?
Both. Their combined force has effectively overturned 1700 years of
Christian civilisation — in the space of
one generation! Naturally, sexuality is a
very powerful driving force, especially
when it is coupled to a particular worldview that is sympathetic to unrestrained
self-expression.
One of the lessons we have learned
over the past 50 years is you can’t mess
with sexuality and not change the whole
worldview that goes along with it. Just
think about the profound changes that
take place at a literary level when a culture discards its traditional views of sexuality. Think, for example, about the
nursery rhymes, fables and songs that
become totally out of date once our society approves of gay marriage. We will no
longer have the freedom to go back and
use the traditions and literature of the

sexual
past. We will be cut off from our past
because it is so binary in its focus.
So can we expect more criticism of
traditional children’s literature
than we have had over the past 30
years?
It will be much worse. The next wave
of criticism will involve a radical dismissal of our cultural history. It will be
politically incorrect to make any references to traditional values. What this
means is that we will experience
thought-control at a whole new level. We
will lose a whole civilisation in one go. I
am not talking about a few ethical
changes here and there, or the fact that
a small group of people will win some
further civil rights. I am talking about
the legal and social consequences of
recognising that homosexuals have all
the rights and privileges of heterosexuals, especially with respect to marriage.
Once society grants legal status to
homosexual marriage, then it will be
possible to punish those who oppose it.
As soon as it becomes law, it suddenly
becomes unlawful to express dissent.
The Christian position will be delegitimised overnight.
I think the homosexual community
has been working incredibly hard to
achieve full legal rights in every area of
life. One of the next things to happen in
the USA is that we will have a strong
push to have an openly homosexual
judge on the Supreme Court.
That’s already happened in
Australia. One of the former judges
of the High Court is openly gay…
That’s not surprising because it’s consistent with the homosexual agenda to
win these sorts of positions. In the USA
we are seeing similar moves at the lower
levels of the judiciary. There is a growing
number of judges who are lesbians, particularly in areas like the family courts.
Once they gain judicial office they can
exercise considerable power through the
culture. I am not sure that Americans are
ready for a gay Supreme Court Justice.

revolution

That will raise the struggle to a completely new level, but it will happen, I am
sure.

One of the lessons we
have learned over the
past 50 years is you can’t
mess with sexuality and
not change the whole
worldview that goes
along with it.

None of this should surprise us. I
think Paul makes this point in Romans
1:18-32 where he describes the pagan
attitude to life. He observes it in its relationship to God and revelation, then to
worship, and finally to sexuality. His
analysis of paganism shows that it
begins with a rejection of the true God,
which leads to a rejection of pure worship, which in turn leads to a rejection of
heterosexuality. In Paul’s mind, lust and
worldview are both factors in the rejection of God’s order for normal sexuality.
We see the connection when Paul
links homosexuality with paganism and
calls it “unnatural”. What he means by
that, of course, is that paganism is anticreation. It begins by rejecting the
Creator, worshiping created things,
which ultimately leads to unnatural sexual experiments. That was the essence of
the Roman worldview and it explains
what has happened in our time. We have
been overtaken by a pagan worldview.
The sexual revolution is not simply a
matter of lust. It is a serious attempt to
remove God from the centre of life and
construct an alternative reality that has
serious sexual and social implications. If
Christians don’t see that then they will
not be able to address modern culture in
any serious way. Frankly, we are losing it
at this level. I find it amazing that large
numbers of so-called evangelical
Christians are totally capitulating to the
gay agenda.

tion that rejected the notion of authority (including God’s) as well as authoritative notions of male family leadership.
This aspect of our social structure has
been swept away. The idea that a husband has the spiritual care and responsibility for his family has been demonised.
Many people today vilify it as a great
evil. Along with the rejection of traditional notions of authority there has
also arisen a search for a new worldview
and spirituality. Deconstructed sexuality is an essential part of that development.

Can you explain how ancient
paganism developed its own ideas
about sexuality and its links with
gnosticism?
As you know, gnosticism was one of
the greatest threats to the early church.
What many people don’t realise is that it
is making a significant come-back today.
It is certainly alive and well in the modern evangelical church.
Gnosticism is simply ancient mystical
paganism in Christian dress. When it
comes into the church it tries to re-cast
the gospel according to pagan norms. In
that sense, it is an ally of liberalism.

Is this agenda simply driven by raw
sexual desire, or is there a far deeper
ideological agenda involved?
Sexual desire is certainly an underlying factor; we cannot escape the fact that
we are sexual beings with desires that
arise out of our nature. However, we
need to recognise that our desires are
also shaped by our views about life in
general.
While the ’60s revolution was certainly a revolution that called for greater
sexual freedom, it was a radical revolu-
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Liberalism is the adaptation or deconstruction of theism/Two-ism into various forms of monism which I also call
One-ism. Monism, as you know, is the
belief that there is only one basic substance or reality in the universe. Monism
therefore denies the Creator-creature
distinction that is fundamental to biblical thinking.
Gnostic thought begins with several
ideas that are diametrically opposed to
Christianity. First, gnostics believe that
the Creator of the Bible is a fool. Second,
they do not see the fall in terms of man’s
rebellion against God; instead they
regard it in terms of being transformed
from a spiritual form into a physical one.
For gnostics, matter is evil and redemption consists of putting off our physical
natures and turning back into spirits. To
be delivered from the fall means that we
are delivered from our physical nature
and transformed into pure spirits. So,
for gnostics, it really doesn’t matter
what you do with sexuality. You can
either deny it totally, or just do anything
you want. Both options represent a
rejection of created norms.
In gnosticism everything that we
learn in the Bible is turned upside down.
God the Father (Yahweh) is cast into hell
by the female goddess, Sophia. For gnostics, Yahweh is the ultimate devil. The
Serpent, on the other hand, speaks the
truth and is the wisest of all the animals.
Eve is the wise woman. It’s interesting
that the gospel of Thomas ends at the
114th logion where Peter says to Jesus,
“Is Mary one of us?” And Jesus replies,
“When Mary becomes a male she can be
a living spirit with you”. Essentially,
what this means is that gnosticism is a
system of thought that undoes the
whole creation, especially the distinction between the sexes.
This explains why gnostics have
counselled women to flee motherhood.
They believed that if women became
pregnant and have children they would
place themselves under bondage to the
created order. The ultimate aim for
gnostics is to reverse mankind’s fall into
matter and obliterate the distinctions
between maleness and femaleness by
returning to oneness of spirit.
Is their teaching spreading in
significant ways into the Christian
church? Are Christian scholars more
open to gnostic teaching than they
were 30 or 40 years ago?
Yes, I think gnosticism has established a strong presence within the mod-
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ern church, mainly through changing
views about sexuality. Radical feminists
are not simply content with pushing for
greater equality between the sexes –
they also want to overturn a Christian
theistic vision. In its place, they want to
substitute a vision of the pagan mother
goddess and the divinisation of nature.
This movement is well ensconced in
liberal churches. Lloyd Geering, well
known in the southern hemisphere for
his radical liberalism, programmatically
entitles his forth-coming book, Coming
Back to Earth: From Gods to God to Gaia,
and predicts that the global community
will return to the worship of Nature.

The sexual revolution is
not simply a matter of
lust. It is a serious
attempt to remove God
from the centre of life.
What is surprising is that we are now
seeing it in some evangelical movements. Tony Jones, who was the
national coordinator of the Emergent
Village, came out in favour of gays and
gay ministers. Doug Paget, his pastor in
Minnesota, says that it is time for us to
rethink the Creator/creature distinction. Showing where he thinks the
church should put its major efforts, this
ordained Christian minister has just
declared himself as a candidate as a senator for Minnesota. Rejecting the very
essence of the Christian faith by denying
that God is the Creator, he believes that
Christianity is nothing more than social
activity and radical egalitarianism. All
this has happened under the cover of
evangelicalism.
What is now clear is that many people
who have called themselves evangelicals
in the past are not really evangelicals at
all. The problem is that they have been
promoted as such by many publishers
like Zondervan and IVP. This year at the
National Pastors’ Convention some of
them were on the main platform as
speakers. AP published my thoughts on
that last month.
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What is the big theological issue at
stake in the battle over sexuality?
The big issue in this controversy is
the one involving worldview. Basically
what we need to understand is that the
new sexuality is coming out of a worldview that is radically opposed to
Christianity. When I explain this to people, I remind them that if they want to
defend the Christian view of sexuality
against the post ’60s version, then they
need to understand the two competing
worldviews from which they arise.
Paul describes these two worldviews
in Romans 1. The one that leads to sexual license and immorality begins when
people exchange the truth for a lie and
worship the creation rather than the
Creator. The other one, which leads to a
proper expression of one’s sexuality,
begins by the true worship of the
Creator God of Scripture. So the contrast
between the two worldviews is simple: it
all begins with what you worship. If you
worship the Creator your sexual relationships will be “natural”; if you worship created things they will be “unnatural”. It’s as simple as that, though few
ever realise it. When they do for the first
time their eyes go wide and they say, “I
never saw that before!” I get great pleasure in helping people to see these issues
clearly, especially students. I lecture
every year at the Blackstone Fellowship
in Phoenix. It’s the teaching arm of a
major Christian legal organisation, The
Alliance Defence Fund. To see these topnotch Christian law students connect
the dots for the first time and see the
issues so clearly, is most moving.
Do gay apologists talk much about
the religious significance of
homosexuality?
There are some who certainly do. I
have been reading one of them recently.
He claims openly that homosexuality is
identified with a particular religious
worldview. He says that the gay movement has developed “a critical perspective which has allowed a relaxation of
morality and religious taboos that made
homosexual liberation and sexuality
possible”. Further, he says, “The gay critical perspective on gender potentially
liberates us from the strict gender conventions and polarisation.” How does
this happen? Well, he goes on to say that
homosexuality grows directly out of a
mystical pagan worldview in which
everything is one and that distinctions
are unimportant. As far as he is concerned, once you admit that there is only

sexual
one reality or substance in the universe
then you abolish all the classical distinctions between good and evil and sin and
holiness, and you finally get rid of duality.
Modern feminists claim that primal
society was matriarchal and
represented the Golden Age, but it
has been destroyed by maledominated societies. How should we
respond to the claim that the
goddess society is the way to
redemption?
Fortunately we don’t have to answer
claims like this anymore because feminists are now embarrassed that they
ever made them. Cynthia Eller, wrote a
book a few years ago, The Myth of
Matriarchal Prehistory: Why the Invented
Past Won’t Give Women a Future. She
says, “Showing the fallacies in this argument is like shooting fish in a barrel.” It
was a myth that was invented by the second wave of feminism and it no longer
sticks.
Why do modern New Agers like
Shirley Maclaine think of God in
androgynous terms?
Precisely because of what I said a
moment ago, that the pagan wants to
abolish distinctions in sexuality, indeed,
in everything. Monism says, “All is one
and one is all.” They want to bring everything together. The idea of male and
female has to be destroyed by erasing the
importance of distinction. Androgyny
(combining male and female in one person) is the aim of paganism.
June Singer, a Jungian psychologist,
wrote a book in 1977 called, Androgyny:
Towards a New Sexuality. The fascinating
thing is that back in 1977 no one knew a
word of what she was talking about. She
actually says that “androgyny is the
sacrament of monism.” When I first
came across her statement, I jumped
with delight because here was a Jungian,
pro-homosexual, woman saying that
this whole sexual revolution had a spiritual focus and goal. Homosexuality is
the carrier at the physical level of the
monistic worldview. This explains why
Shirley Maclaine says we are all androgynous – it’s part of the ideology of
paganism. Think of it this way: paganism is about bringing everything
together. It is not about god being out
there and I am here; it’s about a union
between god and me. And the mystery in
paganism is that god is in me and I am
god! Of course, if this is true at a spiri-
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tual level, it is true at the moral level
(good and evil are relative) and the religious level (all religions are one), so it is
also true on the sexual level. It is not
“males here” and “females there”; I am
actually both male and female and there
is no ultimate, valid distinction between
the sexes.
Which means that Shirley Maclaine is
free to enter into any relationship,
whether it is homosexual, bisexual,
transgender, or bestial…
Precisely! That’s (bestiality) what’s on
the way. It’s already on the internet.
Some of the sites are absolutely dreadful. I can hardly bring myself to look at
them, so I don’t. Paul describes it all in

I don’t think it will be
too long before we see
powerful homosexuals
prosecuting and persecuting Christians. The
moves are already underway to make it happen.
Romans 1:24-23 when he says that these
people worshiped birds, four-footed animals and crawling creatures. This is
exactly what is happening today. Oddly
enough, neo-Jungian transpersonal psychology has statements of a new therapy
which is designed to provoke in the disturbed person the experience of the
shaman (pagan priest), which involves
identification with animals. This has
become a new therapy. Paul has not
invented anything that we cannot see in
the modern world.
In what sense do they believe that
redemption lies in androgyny?
For modern pagans redemption
involves a denial of God’s creation. The
gospel for pagans and Gnostics has to do
with liberation from creation as well as
the Creator; they seek release from
social structures that require us to live in
a certain way. On the other hand, the
Christian gospel proclaims reconcilia-

tion with the Creator. Monism is a view
of life that allows you to escape from the
structures of creation and the person of
God Himself. So, it is a radically apostate
move, but it falsely promises human liberation.
Does this explain why many
feminists are so down on
motherhood?
Exactly. The experience of motherhood draws a woman into the web of the
created order. The gnostic or pagan
approach to motherhood is to think,
“Well, why does this have to be the way
it is, having children and all that kind of
stuff?”
Does this explain why Paul says that
salvation for women comes through
childbearing?
Yes, I think it does. I think Paul means
(1 Timothy 2:15) that women will find
ultimate fulfillment in recognising their
own sexuality and accepting the created
order, which normally will include childbirth, in fulfillment of the command of
Genesis 1:28, “Be fruitful and multiply
and fill the earth.” I think he is talking
about salvation in the larger sense of
human wellbeing, as he does, with the
same term, in 1 Timothy 4:10. “God is
the savior, that is, benefactor of all men.”
Paul is not saying that every woman has
to be a mother to be saved and belong to
Christ. Rather, in childbirth she experiences and gives to others the creational
blessing of children.
What is the homosexual strategy for
social transformation?
I believe the intention of gay ideologues is to create a society like Sodom.
They want the reins of power. They are
not happy simply to be free to do whatever they choose. They actually want
social affirmation and the legal structures that impose their way of living on
everybody else. They want control. I am
no prophet, but I don’t think it will be
too long before we see powerful homosexuals prosecuting and persecuting
Christians. The moves are already
underway to make it happen. Imagine
what it will be like when everything is in
place.
You mean, when it has the sanction
of law?
Yes. That’s the strategic objective for
gay marriage. If you are a member of a
culture where gay marriage has become
legal, you are obliged to affirm it. We can
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expect a whole raft of hate crimes to support the changes. Once gay marriage is
passed into law, there will be no turning
back.
I was in an airport the other day
watching CNN and they were talking
about opening up marriage to homosexuals. Lots of viewers were asking the
question, “What is the big deal? Aren’t
there 100 more important issues than
this?” The tragedy is that most people
are completely blind to the cultural and
social consequences of going down this
road. We are suffering a collective lack of
wisdom. For the most part, people can’t
see beyond the end of their noses.
Is there any reason why homosexuality has been closely linked to
the occult throughout history?
Yes, because it is an overt attempt to
overturn the truth with lies. In Romans
1:25 Paul says that they “exchanged the
truth of God for the lie”. Most translations have “a lie”, but the Greek has “the
lie”. Of course, “the lie” is the lie at the
beginning. It is the lie of the devil in the
garden. Finally, and ultimately, the lie
leads into the realm of the occult. The
reason why this is scary is because this is
where the homosexual agenda leads its
followers. I don’t know how many homosexuals realise the frightening spiritual
dimensions of what they are doing. It
has demonic overtones. The further
they go into this sort of stuff the more
oppressive and controlling it becomes.
Is there some reason why shamans
(pagan
priests)
have
been
homosexual?
I think it is because they go out
beyond the boundaries of the natural
into the unnatural, and the unnatural, of
course, is the lie and it is beckoning.
There is power there; there is evil power.
People find that they can’t resist it.
You have said that there are
spiritual roots to homosexuality.
How do you respond to people who
say that homosexuality is an issue in
our genes and we can’t help it?
I tell them to read Romans 1 and then
I begin by discussing the importance of
worldview. The fact of the matter is that
there has been no scientific evidence to
support the idea that homosexuality is
located in our genes. Even the neuroscientist, Simon LeVay, who was widely
reported as claiming that he had found
the gay gene, has expressly denied those
reports. In an interview he gave about
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15 years ago, he said, “It’s important to
stress what I didn’t find. I did not prove
that homosexuality is genetic, or find a
genetic cause for being gay. I didn’t show
that gay men are born that way... Nor did
I locate a gay centre in the brain.”
So why are people drawn into
homosexuality and lesbianism?
My own view is that there are all sorts
of reasons why people go into homosexuality. Many have had dysfunctional
relationships with adults and especially
parents and, having greatly suffered,
solve their problems by entering the
homosexual world. Many of them are
not interested in the occult, which is sad

It is never helpful to
attack individuals.
Instead, I try to give
them an idea that they
have chosen a course
which will end in misery
and judgment.

because I think most of them don’t
realise the danger of what they are
doing. The fact is that they are playing
with fire. Young people are quite naïve
about this. 75% of young people in
America think that homosexuality is
fine. This is the next generation. People
are usually not driven in the beginning
by the occult, but eventually it comes
around to that. Today homosexuality
has become so popular that a young guy
who is not the macho-male is often considered homosexual, and he isn’t. You
can be a non-athletic guy and still be a
male. We have to avoid this stupid sort
of stereotyping.
Again, there are some young men who
are seduced by New Age spirituality and
move from there into homosexuality. I
remember once meeting a young man
who came up to me after a lecture and
thrust a piece of paper into my hands.
Part of it read, “I am angry about the
temptations I experience … I have
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realised that my frustrations are produced by this evil movement, but at the
same time I still have these desires. This
new age philosophy is leading me into
paganism.” This guy was 6 foot 10
(208cm) and I thought he was going to
kill me after my lecture on the difference
between the Christian and pagan worldviews. I kept the piece of paper and I
have stuck it on my office door. It
reminds me of the torture that many of
these young men experience.
Eight years later I was talking to a
group of students in Nashville about
homosexuality, and they were saying,
“How does this kind of thing work?” I
said, “The best way to relate to homosexuals is by explaining the nature of
homosexuality in the context of worldview. Tapping people on the shoulder
and saying that God hates homosexuals
doesn’t work”. Then I described this incident. After the meeting, a student came
up to me and said, “I know that man. He
is one of my best friends”. I said, “Well,
tell me about him”. He said, “That man
had the best bass voice in American
opera and after your lecture he gave up
opera singing, fame and fortune and
became the director of an aged care facility. I asked him, “Doesn’t he sing anymore?” He said, “Not on the stage, but
you should hear him sing in church!”
So, I am encouraged to place homosexuality in the context of worldview. It
takes the heat out of the situation, gives
no place to moralism, and helps people
to see the overarching spiritual issues. It
is never helpful to attack individuals.
Instead, I try to give them an idea of the
world in which they are living and the
fact that they have chosen a course
which will end in misery and judgment.
I keep that piece of paper on my door. I
like to think of it as a trophy of grace.
Virginia Mollenkott claims that
compulsory heterosexuality is the
backbone of traditional Christianity. However, she says that
lesbian, bisexual and gay issues are
wedges that are going to break it
apart. What does she mean?
She means precisely what the gay
scholar I was talking about earlier had
said. He said, “The gay critical perspective on gender potentially liberates us
from the strict gender conventions and
polarisation.” Mollenkott was once a
Christian from a Brethren background.
She became a pagan and a lesbian. She
agrees with this view. In her book
Sensual Spirituality she defends 14 dif-
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ferent genders that should be a part of
our modern culture. Anyway, she is a
classic case of someone who is a lesbian
and a pagan. At least she is consistent;
she hasn’t tried to remain an evangelical.
My own personal observation is that the
longer so-called “Christian” gays and lesbians persist in their unnatural activities, the more likely they are to leave
Christianity behind. I think that’s pretty
easily
demonstrated.
Virginia
Mollenkott is a perfect example of what
happens when you go down this road.
When
celebrities
like
Ellen
Degeneres push homosexuality, do
you think that they have some
particular agenda that extends
beyond their need for love, affection
and companionship?
Yes, I believe that they have an
agenda. I find it hard to believe that the
leaders of the gay movement do not have
some broader social and cultural objectives. If you ask me, “How do you know
what they are thinking?” I would answer,
“When I read some of the quotes I have
just mentioned to you, it becomes obvious that there is a lot of gay thinking
that is taking place at a sophisticated
level. The gay lobby is motivated by more
than sexual desire or civil rights; every
human being has a worldview that
informs his/her attitudes and behaviour, and wants to make the world confirm to that vision.”
Can you explain why this
phenomenon has gained so much
influence and power in essentially
one generation?
Not so long ago I gave a lecture at the
Calvin Symposium in Indonesia on the
pagan nature of the Renaissance. One of
the things I discovered in my research is
that paganism flourished in the city of
Florence during that period. You had
thinkers from around that time like
Ficino and Pico della Mirandola,
philosophers and thinkers who were
committed to spreading Hermeticism, a
form of ancient gnosticism. The art of
the period was in many ways homoerotic, and during this period, in
Florence, homosexuality was openly
practiced. I found it fascinating that the
relationship between paganism and
homosexuality all of a sudden appears
in the western world as the result of
thinkers trying, by the introduction of
paganism, to overturn the influence of
biblical Christianity in the society. Why
does it happen then? It is a complicated
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subject, but there is certainly a connection there.
What happens in the 1960s is that
homosexuality breaks out again as a
result of an ideological revolution of a
handful of people. It started with this
group of intellectuals, seeking sexual liberation and the spirituality of the East.
It began slowly at first, but then the pace
of change became rapid and before too
long the pagan worldview was translated
into social policies and party political
platforms. That was quite amazing. How
exactly did it happen? I don’t know that
I can connect all the dots, but there were
certainly figures like Alfred Kinsey and
Hugh Hefner who were providing the

I find it hard to believe
that the leaders of the
gay movement do not
have some broader
social and cultural
objectives.

research and promotional base for the
new sexuality. However, behind it all
lurks the figure of Carl Jung. What does
Jung do? He normalises the subconscious. The subconscious becomes the
realm in which we are truly ourselves.
According to Jung, the conscious is just
a façade. Our real “self” is in the subconscious, made up of both male and
female.
It is not surprising that we are now
discovering that people identify their
sexuality on the basis of what they feel
themselves to be. They find their identity in their subconscious self or whatever they imagine themselves to be, not
in their created biology. They can be 6
foot 4 inches, hairy and have bulging
biceps but they still want to use the
ladies’ bathroom. Today, in some places,
we have laws which allow them to do
this.
Jung was also a pagan – a radical
pagan – and his thoughts are crucial to
understanding intellectual developments in the 20th and 21st centuries.

Richard Noll, a Harvard researcher, has
done the most incredible research on
Jung. He demonstrates that Jung was a
pagan. I love the introduction in his
book: “I will risk controversy with an
additional observation. Through years
of reflection on the considerable impact
that Jung has had on the spiritual landscape of the 20th century, I have come to
the conclusion that as an individual he
ranks with the Roman Emperor of the
4th century, Julian Apostate, as one who
significantly undermined orthodox
Christianity and restored the polytheism of the Hellenistic world in western
civilisation. I realise that this is quite an
incautious statement reflecting the
hubris of the historian… nevertheless I
believe that… Jung has succeeded where
Julian failed.”
I think this statement explains why
Christians need to understand what
Jung was proposing.
How crucial is the defence of the
creation and fall narratives to
overcoming the neo-pagan outlook?
What will happen if we don’t hold
the line at these points?
If we don’t defend the binary defining
notion of existence, which includes the
concepts of male and female, good and
evil, truth and lies, God and the world,
Creator and creature, then the world as
we know it implodes into the notion of
oneness. I think that is why the Bible is
so insistent on the male/female distinction because it forces us to recognise the
dualism that exists at the heart of the
creation, in the very being of the human
creature. Pagans want a non-dual reality
– “All is one and one is all.” However, God
has created a world with important distinctions and for the sake of civilisation
we need to keep thinking in those terms.
It’s biblical and it’s the way we were
made by God. The pagan vision is “the
lie”. It is false and an illusion. If people
follow the lie they will destroy themselves and the world in the process. The
church must stand against this, even if it
faces severe persecution.
Peter, the stakes involved are enormous. One day we may find ourselves in
a global Roman Empire, intent on eliminating all dissent — for the sake of peace
and survival! I can’t say it with any more
passion than I have already said it. I
believe we are playing for keeps right
now over this whole issue. The tragedy is
that so few people in the church see it.
Only those who do will be able to stand
ap
in the evil day.
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Untying the knot
The ‘great escape’ from marriage comes at a frightening cost.

David Palmer

M

arriage is a universal phenomenon of human cultures in all times and
places, and this regardless of the religion of the people concerned.
This is not hard to understand.
Consider the earliest days of human
civilisation. Had there not been cooperation both between women and their
children, and between men and the children and women whom they protect and
provide for, beginning with our first parents, there would never have been succeeding generations. The vulnerability
of the woman bearing the child and the
helplessness of the child has always been
too extreme and prolonged, given the
need for sufficient food, adequate shelter and the threat of natural disasters
and warfare.
Marriage rites provided shape, commitment and recognition to the family
and indeed marriage provided the sole
legitimate avenue to sexual activity.
However, it has been this latter and
proper requirement of marriage to legitimise a “one-flesh” relationship that has
placed marriage under pressure. As
Roger Scruton has observed, “the problem is that, by impeding our pleasures,
(marriage) creates a strong motive to
escape from it. And escape from it we did
(in the 1960s), with a great burst of jubilation that very quickly dwindled to an
apprehensive gulp.”
So what happened to facilitate this
“great escape” from marriage?
In short order, and virtually all at the
same time: the sexual revolution with its
removal of the stigma associated with
cohabitation and associated illegitimacy,
the pill, legalised abortion, easy divorce,
feminism, and the gay rights revolution.
Without spending time on significant
antecedents stretching back into the
previous century, a new sexual standard
emerged in the 1960s and 1970s: the
requirement of marriage was replaced
with that of a loving relationship, and fur-
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None of this could have
been sustained but for
the pill and freely
available abortions
performed by doctors.

ther, the notion that sex should be
enjoyed on an individual basis whenever
desired was advanced, so long as mutual
consent prevailed. And so were born sexual relationships on a casual basis, with
cohabitation, when occurring, acting as
a stepping stone to marriage or else supplanting marriage entirely. With each
passing decade since the 1970s, cohabitating couples have become more likely
to break up in search of new relationships and therefore are less likely to
marry.
None of this could have been sustained but for the pill and freely available
abortions performed by doctors.
The pill, first marketed to married
women in 1961, was made available to
unmarried women from the early 1970s.
The pill removed fear of pregnancy from
sexual activity and is credited with
allowing women to have a sexual relationship, whether married or unmarried, while pursuing a career.
At the same time, abortion was providing a further relief from an unwanted
child. Abortion had a number of consequences. The first was the number of
babies offered for adoption virtually
dried up overnight leading to the development of artificial reproductive technologies now being accessed by single
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women, gays and lesbians, at least in
Victoria. The second consequence was
that by locating the decision for an abortion in the hands of the pregnant
woman, it helped to marginalise both
men and marriage. In this, abortion
worked in two ways: a decision for termination within marriage reinforced the
effect of the pill to drive a wedge
between marriage and childbearing with
possible alienation between husband
and wife, while outside marriage it
encouraged the unwilling prospective
father to walk away, saying, “too bad, it’s
your problem”.
No-fault divorce and the resultant
ballooning divorce rate further delegitimised marriage, especially for the children of divorced parents. With the rise
of divorce came the related rise of either
single parenting invariably undertaken
by the mother at great cost to her children or a new relationship often to be
succeeded by further relationships,
again invariably to the disadvantage of
the children who may now find themselves in blended and often fragile families, where child abuse has proved all too
common.

T

he role of feminism in the demise of
marriage cannot be overstated.
Contra the feminism of the late 19th
century with its limited focus on property rights and the vote for women, the
feminism of the 1960s lifted its sights
towards abortion rights, reproductive
rights for which the availability of the
pill was paramount, gender equality,
protection from domestic violence, sexual harassment, and against all forms of
discrimination whether in the home,
education, civic life or employment.
While arguably much of this has been
good for women and their children and
for society as a whole, there is nevertheless a dark side to feminism that is
deeply inimical to marriage. Thus
Germaine Greer’s influential book, The
Female Eunuch contains a chapter enti-
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tled, The middle class myth of love and
marriage, in which she raises the possibility of a women’s revolution: “women
ought not to enter into socially sanctioned relationships, like marriage, and
that once unhappily in they ought not to
scruple to run away. It might even be
thought to suggest that women should
be deliberately promiscuous. It certainly
maintains that they should be self sufficient and consciously refrain from establishing exclusive dependencies and other
kinds of neurotic symbioses”.
Now whilst feminism has become
more diffused and developed some
softer tones in needing to accommodate
to reality, it nevertheless remains true
that feminism continues to deeply affect
every aspect of social life to the detriment of the connection between sexual
relations, marriage and procreation.

I

f there has been a women’s revolution, there has certainly been a homosexual revolution. In 1973, the American
Psychiatric Association removed homosexuality from its list of disorders. This
event was significant in mainstreaming
homosexuality into medicine, and
thence popular culture.
Homosexuality causes damage to
marriage in two ways. First, homosexual
relationships, whether gay or lesbian,
reinforces the feminist bias against distinctive male-female gender identity.
Second, the political campaign to allow
gays and lesbians to “marry” is an attack
on traditional marriage as “the union of
a man and a woman to the exclusion of
all others, voluntarily entered into for
life”.
Forty years on we are in a position to
evaluate the impact of the swinging sixties and the picture isn’t pretty. It is not
pretty for women, nor for men and especially not for children.
There has been virtually a complete
breakdown in the taboo that sex belongs
inside marriage. According to the 2008
Secondary Students and Sexual Health
survey of 3000 Year 10 and Year 12 students drawn from more than 100
schools across the state and private
school systems, a quarter of year 10 students, and just over half of year 12 students said they had experienced sexual
intercourse. Additionally, girls enrolled
in year 12 reported they were ‘‘having
more sexual partners and drinking 30
per cent more’’ than a similar group
reported in 2002. Even allowing for
some unwarranted boasting, these findings are highly disturbing, running very
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much against the experience of comparable groups of students in the 1950s.
Since the 1960s the rates of cohabitation and illegitimacy have sky rocketed,
whilst marriage has been increasingly
delayed.
Cohabitation prior to marriage averaged less than 5% of all married and
unmarried couples in Australia in the
1960s. Thereafter the proportion
increased rapidly: 22% in 1978, 69% in
1999, and most recently, 78% of couples
in 2008 who cohabitated prior to marriage.
In England, the rate of illegitimacy in
1900, and Australia was likely to be little
different, was 4%. By 1960 this had
edged up to 5%, but thereafter climbed

Marriage despite the
prevalence of cohabitation, is not regarded as
an outdated institution,
and this is true across
all age groups.
Women especially aspire
to marriage.
rapidly to the present figure of one birth
to an unmarried mother for every two
births to a married couple, i.e. an eightfold increase since 1900.
The raw figures disguise the fact that
rates of cohabitation and illegitimacy
are especially skewed toward the under
privileged sections of Australian society,
in complete contrast to the situation at
the beginning of the 20th century when
the illegitimacy rate was lowest amongst
the working class.
Cohabitation is a very poor substitute
for marriage. Cohabitation merely
means living together so long as it suits
one partner. The apartment and bed
may be shared but not the finances.
Marriage means commitment for life, it
means making an investment in one
another and being prepared to ride out
the inevitable bumps that come along. It
provides security and stability for children to flourish and in their own turn
replicate the pattern of their parents.
Marriage may sometimes be less than
that hoped for, but it is the way of personal and family stability and contentment in this life that cohabitation can
never hope to deliver.
Writing several years ago, journalist
Angela Shanahan summed up the sexual

revolution for women in this way: “The
irony is that, despite the pill being
pushed as an instrument for the liberation of women, its greatest beneficiaries
are men. If anything encourages an abrogation of responsibility and an unwillingness to form lasting relationships, it’s
the pill”.
The educationalist Terrence Moore
categorises young men today into two
groups: barbarians and wimps, whilst
concerning young women he says,
“today, many young women are suffering from the aftermath of the sexual revolution and the extreme demands of the
radical feminist agenda. These movements have made it far more difficult for
them to find honourable men to love
them. ...The truth is there are fewer
“right men” around these days—in part
because of the ways women themselves
have compromised their natural modesty and the inmost promptings of their
hearts. Though women can command
higher salaries, they have ceased to be
able to command men.”
However, if matters have turned out
badly for many women experiencing difficulty finding husbands and fathers for
their children, the situation for children
not located in secure family settings is
worse.
A stable parental relationship is crucial to a child’s development. A considerable body of evidence exists to demonstrate that the children of two-parent
married couples are less likely to experience addiction, failed education, physical and sexual abuse, crime and poverty
than those of cohabiting couples. Faring
even worse than the children of cohabitating couples are those with a sole
mother as parent.

T

he Breakthrough Britain report
released in July 2007 neatly encapsulated the trauma of the 1960s sexual
revolution in its effects on children in
this way:
Nearly one in two cohabiting parents
split up before their child’s fifth birthday, compared to one in 12 married parents
Three-quarters of family breakdown
affecting young children now involves
unmarried parents
If you have experienced family breakdown, you are 75% more likely to fail at
school, 70% more likely to be a drug
addict and 50% more likely to have alcohol problems.
It is the commitment that marriage
requires, especially of men, that pro-
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vides the necessary stability for the
child’s development. Marriage and children give men a sense of responsibility
they never had as single men. The paradox of the commitment of marriage is
that in giving up the freedoms of a single
person, marriage gives far more in
return: longer, healthier lives, better sex,
and decent children.
The question is whether the tide can
be turned in favour of marriage in the
broader Australian community. In truth,
marriage, despite the prevalence of
cohabitation, is not regarded as an outdated institution, and this is true across
all age groups. Women especially aspire
to marriage.
Yet the persistent fact remains the
proportion of cohabitating couples continues its inexorable climb from 6% of all
couples in 1986, 10% in 1996 and most
recently 15% in 2006.
Not only so, but the extension of marriage to same-sex couples appears irresistible. However, while such an outcome
would be deplorable, the relatively small
number of homosexuals, running at
around 2% of the population, as well as
the low take up of civil unions/marriage
by homosexuals, means that longer term
this is a second-order issue when compared to the widespread acceptance and
prevalence of casual sexual relations,
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including cohabitation in the broader
Australian heterosexual community.
Whilst other deviancies such as
polyamory – engaging in multiple sexual
relations at the same time whether
homo or heterosexual – are undoubtedly
occurring, these practices are so fraught

The question is whether
the tide can be turned in
favour of marriage in
the broader Australian
community.

with emotional and other difficulties, it
is questionable whether many will
engage in them. However to the extent
that polyamory occurs, it is yet one more
indicator of the unleashing of human
depravity once the customs and protections of a Christianised society have

been removed.
If ever there was time for the
Christian community to recognise that
on the issue of sex belonging within the
commitment of marriage the division
between them and Australians more
broadly is sharp and impassable, then
that time has well and truly come. This is
not something we can say in any superior or judgmental fashion for as
Christians we do not always demonstrate Christian teaching for marriage
and family. How shall we ever be free of
tears and deep compassion when we see
people in difficulty, who may even be
members of our own family, as a result of
entering into an unwise, ungodly relationship?
I hope to come back and address the
issue of promoting and safeguarding
marriage within the church in a subsequent issue of AP. Ultimately, the
practice of Christian marriage may
well be the most significant form of
witness that the church can offer to a
watching, hurting world of broken
ap
relationships.
David Palmer is convener,
Church & Nation Committee,
Presbyterian Church of
Victoria.

urgently required: revised church hymnaries
If you can assist please contact
Committee of Management,
Ann St Presbyterian Church, Brisbane
Ph: (07) 33690332 Email: jewhite01@hotmail.com
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Not genetic
Despite many wild claims, science hasn’t found a gay gene.

David and Roslyn Phillips

A

n Australian missionary
returning home after nearly
20 years in Chile said
recently: “Chile always used
to be a highly conservative Catholic
country with traditional moral values.
But in the last couple of years there has
been a massive shift. Homosexual relationships are now openly accepted as
never before.”
The cause of the shift is not hard to
find. The media in all its forms – particularly TV and movies – have been busy
promoting storylines with male homosexuals and lesbians in “good guy” roles,
while the “villains” are more likely to be
conservative Christians.
In addition, homosexual activists in
the scientific community have been
working overtime in their search for
genetic causes for their behaviour. They
believe that if they can prove that “God
created us gay”, governments will be
forced to grant homosexual relationships the same rights as marriage.
As each “born gay” study is debunked
by more careful research, another pops
up – sensationally reported by media
eager to receive such news, but less eager
to acknowledge later exposés of fake science.
Homosexual orientation has been
falsely linked with everything from the
size of part of the brain to finger length
– and the “activist research” keeps coming.
The latest is by Dr Qazi Rahman of
the University of East London, who has
suggested that lesbians have a different
“startle” response from heterosexual
women when they react to loud noises.

If homosexual orientation, like eye colour,
were caused by genes, a
lesbian’s identical twin
sister would also be
lesbian in 100% of cases.
There are three problems with his
research – very low sample size; independent analysis revealed no significant
difference at all; and homosexual men

have the same startle response as heterosexual men. But that hasn’t stopped
Rahman from enthusiastically promoting his theory in a book, Born Gay?
which he co-authored in July 2005.
In 1993, biologist and homosexual
activist Dr Dean Hamer of the US
National Cancer Institute found that 33
out of 40 pairs of homosexual brothers
had the same set of DNA sequences in a
part of the chromosome known as
“Xq28”.
However in the late 1990s a team of
researchers at the University of Western
Ontario found no evidence of any “gay
gene” in homosexual men. Neurologist
George Rice studied the DNA of 52 pairs
of homosexual brothers and found that
their Xq28 sequences had no more similarities than those which might occur by
chance.
Moreover twin studies provide defin-
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itive proof that homosexual orientation
is caused more by life experience (such
as child molestation, family environment or a desire to experiment) than by
genes.
Identical twins share identical chromosomes. If homosexual orientation,
like eye colour, were caused by genes, a
lesbian’s identical twin sister would also
be lesbian in 100% of cases – and likewise for homosexual twin brothers.
This is not the case. A 1991 study by
Bailey and (homosexual activist) Pillard
found that only 50% of identical twin
brothers were both homosexual. Bailey
repeated this study in 2000, avoiding the
bias and small sample of his earlier
research. He found where one identical
twin was homosexual, the other was
homosexual in only three out of 27 cases
– proving that homosexuality cannot be
solely caused by genes.
However with such a media barrage
of false ideas, it is no wonder that many
Western governments and even
Christian church leaders have been misled. Britain is the latest nation to
legalise same-sex unions: homosexual
pop star Elton John “married” his male
partner on 21 December 2005 in the
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same Windsor Guildhall where the
Prince of Wales had married his second
wife Camilla Parker-Bowles some
months earlier. A week or so later, a
British woman went to Israel to “marry”

The result of the
apparent success of the
homosexual agenda is
that marriage is fast
losing its true meaning.

a dolphin with whom she had fallen in
love.
The result of the apparent success of
the homosexual agenda is that marriage
is fast losing its true meaning. Even
though both sides of Australia’s federal

parliament voted to define marriage as
a voluntary lifelong union between a
man and a woman in August 2004, there
is already pressure for change. Some
MPs from all political parties except
Family First and the Christian
Democratic Party want the marriage
definition to be a “union between two
persons”.
Or should it be “two mammals”? Or
“any number of persons”? A recent
article by Stanley Kurtz on a group
“marriage” in Holland shows how far
the West has become divorced from
reality. Children are the victims when
traditional marriage is no longer honoured.
But there is good news. The Supreme
Court of Sweden’s vindication of Pastor
Åke Green (jailed for preaching against
homosexuality) has given hope that
truth will ultimately triumph and his
biblical sermons on sexuality will be
ap
heard and heeded.
David and Roslyn Phillips,
of FamilyVoice Australia, are
co-editors of VoxPoint magazine.
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Worship with us at Ebenezer
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214 Armstrong Street South.
Rev. Dr John Woodward
Phone: (03) 5334 2909
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The last word
20 daily Bible studies in Romans 1-8

T

here are some things about which the Bible is
quite specific – it doesn’t ask for our input, for
our opinion or interpretation; it simply tells us,
quite clearly and unambiguously, what God
wants us to know: The basic facts are these: 1. This is God’s
world – He created it and He has absolute control over
every aspect of it, everywhere and at every time in its
history. 2. We have a unique place in Creation, we were
made in God’s image, to run the world for Him as His
resident CEO. 3. We rebelled against God’s authority (sin),
took it upon ourselves to run the world our way thus
messing up the whole arrangement (the Fall), and lost our
life-giving relationship with God (death). 4. God has
intervened in human history, sending His only Son, Jesus,
to die in our place and give us the gift of eternal life which
we can never earn but must receive by faith (the gospel).
The whole Bible is centred on the spelling out of these
important truths, but Romans 1-8 is perhaps the place
where they are dealt with most succinctly and logically. We
could spend many months in this rich gold mine and still
not exhaust it, so the aim of these 20 studies is to bring out
just the main points and focus on what might challenge us
in our daily lives. The reader might like to use the 11
“spare” days this month to spread some passages over two
days and so allow more time for further reflection.

Bruce Christian is a former
Moderator-General of the Presbyterian
Church of Australia.
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DAY 1
THE PASSAGE
ROMANS 1:1-7
THE POINT God acted decisively in human history through
Jesus, His Son. All people are called to respond to the Good
News of Jesus and to this end God calls people like Paul to be
apostles (“sent” ones).
THE PARTICULARS
• God set Paul apart to take the Good News to non-Jews (1, 5).
• The Good News about Jesus fulfilled the promises of the OT
(2).
• Jesus was both man (proven by His descent from David) and
God (proven by the fact of His resurrection from the dead) (34)!
• The fact and force of the Gospel involves the Three-in-One

DAY 2
THE PASSAGE
ROMANS 1:8-17
THE POINT Paul had a strong pastoral concern for the
believers in Rome. He prayed for them continually, longed to
see them, and wanted them to grow in their faith. He was confident that the Gospel would bring many to faith because it
embraces God’s power.
THE PARTICULARS
• Paul expressed his pastoral concern for the Church in Rome
by praise, encouragement, prayer, affection, a desire for personal contact and ministry, and a great longing to see real spiritual growth among them for his and their mutual encouragement (8-13).
• Paul had committed his life to preaching the Gospel and had
seen much fruit being born for his labours among the Gentiles

DAY 3
THE PASSAGE
ROMANS 1:18-23
THE POINT The Good News of Jesus has a reverse side as
well. Without the righteousness He provides through faith in
Jesus we are still subject to God’s anger against sin. At its
heart, sin is a refusal to acknowledge who God is and to give
Him His rightful place.
THE PARTICULARS
• In spite of what people might say, God tells us that He has
made Himself known quite clearly to everyone through
Creation; on Judgement Day no one will be able to plead ignorance (18-20).
• Man, by nature, shows himself undeniably to be a spiritual
being. But he acts foolishly, and, instead of worshipping the
God who created him as he should, he takes God’s place and

DAY 4
THE PASSAGE
ROMANS 1:24-32
THE POINT God only has to withdraw His restraining hand
of mercy and we will do the rest to destroy our lives! Left to
our own devices we will bring on our own downfall, our own
Judgement. Any restrictions God places on us are intended for
our own good.
THE PARTICULARS
• If God takes away His restraining grace from human society,
we soon turn something He intended to be beautiful and fulfilling within His bounds of marriage into something dirty,
degrading, and reduced to its base component of just a physical activity emptied of its true emotional and spiritual significance (24-27).
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Good News for all!.
God, Father, Son and Holy Spirit: the Trinity is essential to the
Gospel.
• Saving faith leads to obedience; we’re called to be saints (5b-7).

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• Do you have a real desire in your heart to understand more
and more about God and His Gospel concerning Jesus? Why
is it important for us to keep on growing in our understanding? (It is interesting that the error of heretical sects such as
Mormons, Jehovah’s Witnesses, etc, begins with a wrong
understanding of the Tri-une nature of God and the divinity of
Jesus His Son.)
• What evidence can you see of God’s love, grace and peace at
work in your life today? Does your faith lead to obedience?

The Gospel is dynamite!.
(13b).
• Paul was very aware of his obligation to take the Good news
of Jesus to people all national and cultural backgrounds (1415).
• Paul had full confidence in God’s power to save all believers
through the Gospel. The Good News is that everyone, Gentile
or Jew, can be made right with God through faith alone,
because it is God who provides all the necessary righteousness
(16-17).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• Are you conscious of being right with God through faith
alone?
• Are you ashamed of talking to others about the Gospel?
• Do you have a prayerful, pastoral concern for others?

The other side of God.
creates religious beliefs to suit his own ideas, leading him into
even greater darkness and foolish idolatry and superstitions
(21-23).
• Because God is a God of justice as well as a God of love, this
deliberate denial of His revealed truth incurs His just anger
(18).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• Has reading the Bible helped you to change your view of
something? When this has happened, have you thought,
“Why was I so stupid not to see this before?”? Why is reading
the Bible regularly so important? What can happen if we don’t
read it?
• What is especially frightening about vs 20 for Judgement
Day?

When God lets us loose.
• Once we have set out on the downward path of abusing God’s
gift of sex we are leaving ourselves wide open to much worse
perversions such as homosexuality. God’s judgement occurs as
simply a natural consequence of such behaviour (27). (AIDS?)
• Ultimately, we will drift into every kind of wickedness (28-32).

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• Look carefully through the long list of sins in verses 29-32.
Using TV and the internet as an indicator, how much does
this list describe our own society? Is the problem of pornography almost out of control? Is verse 32 especially frightening
today?
• What do these verses show us about the need for censorship?

b i b l e
DAY 5
THE PASSAGE
ROMANS 2:1-16
THE POINT There’s no point in depending on being better
than someone else whose wickedness we can easily expose.
We are all in the mess of sin together. Our judgement of others, rather than getting us off the hook, only serves to condemn us because it shows we do know right from wrong but
don’t live up to the light we have. Our only hope is to repent
and embrace God’s kindness and mercy.
THE PARTICULARS
• Jews, by thinking that having God’s law made them better
than others, put themselves in grave danger. This attitude
kept them from seeing the real nature, extent and consequences of sin.
• Having (knowing) God’s law is one thing; keeping it satisfac-

DAY 6
THE PASSAGE
ROMANS 2:17-29
THE POINT All our outward credentials – family background, social status, great achievements, humanitarian
deeds, even membership of a Church – count for nothing
before God; He is only interested in our having a humble, contrite, blood-bought (circumcised) heart.
THE PARTICULARS
• Paul, the Pharisee, was only too aware of the danger of being
the policeman of others’ lives on the basis of the
Commandments but failing to apply the principles behind
them to one’s own life (see his comments about coveting in
Romans 7:7-12 – Day 17).
• Professing to belong to God’s people, but living a life that

DAY 7
THE PASSAGE
ROMANS 3:1-8
THE POINTS All is not lost for the Jews; they have been given
the honour and responsibility of being the guardians of God’s
revealed Word.
• God remains faithful to His promises, even if His people
don’t.
• The fact that God brings good out of man’s disobedience does
not excuse sin, or make sinners less deserving of God’s wrath.
THE PARTICULARS
• God’s dealing with the Jews in history, both in action and in
verbal revelation through the Old Testament Scriptures, is an
important part of His dealing with the whole of mankind.
God’s chosen people had a special and important part to play
in the out-working of salvation history (cf 9:3-5; 1 Cor. 10:1-6).

DAY 8
THE PASSAGE
ROMANS 3:9-20
THE POINT God’s infallible Word pronounces us all guilty on
the basis of His just requirements of us. His Law, instead of
giving us a way to please Him, only proves the sinfulness of
every one of us.
THE PARTICULARS
• Even the very best person stands condemned before God’s
law.
• God has already declared our universal guilt in many places in
the Old Testament; Paul is able to demonstrate this point with
various quotations from the Psalms, Ecclesiastes and Isaiah.
• God’s pronouncement of our guilt is as absolute as it is just;
and it leaves us silent before Him, with no grounds at all for
appeal.

s t u d y
People in glass houses....
torily (ie perfectly, since God is perfect) is quite another matter.
• The only hope for eternal life is repentance that leads to
godly thinking and doing. This truth applies to Jew and
Gentile alike.
• God only needs to judge us by the limited light we have,
determined by the standard we set for others by making even
unspoken mental judgements about their behaviour. Even on
this basis who can be acquitted, especially when the pass mark
is 100%?
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• What particular warning is there in this passage for
Christians who have been regular Church members for many
years?

Hypocrites beware!.
fails to reflect God’s character, brings dishonour to His name.
Isaiah had warned the Jews about this in Isaiah 52:5 (cf
29:13) (24).
• God had given circumcision to the Jews as a sacred covenant
sign, marking them off from everyone else as His chosen people. It was therefore extremely important; but it could never
be of value if not accompanied by godly living. True “circumcision” that counts with God is living a life consistent with His
Word.

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• Whenever you have cause to apply the Bible’s teaching to
someone else do you first apply it to yourself? (see Matt. 7:1-5)
• What does this passage teach us about our need of Christ?

The end never justifies the means.
• God will always remain true to all His promises, even when
the people who are the purpose of those promises are unfaithful. (Paul will spell out what this means for the Jews in chapters 9-11.)
• God’s justice must stand. Our sin must be punished even if
God has made use of it positively to demonstrate His glory and
grace. (cf Jesus’ statement about Judas’ betrayal in Matthew
26:24.)

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• Do you trust entirely what God reveals of Himself and His
ways in His Word; if necessary, “letting Him be true and every
man a liar” when His revealed word is at odds with human wisdom?

All guilty... absolutely!.
• Whether we believe in God or not, whether we accept His
Word or not, whether we agree with His “guilty” verdict or not,
makes no difference – every one of us must one day give
account to Him.
• The more we we become aware of all the just demands of
God’s perfect law, the more we realise we can never meet them
(19-20).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• Most of us try to live good, honest lives; many of us have
some quite serious behavioural problems; some of us are hardened criminals; but the trouble is, Bible treats us all exactly the
same before our holy God. Do you have trouble accepting this
as an honest verdict? Do we fully realise today how holy God
is?
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b i b l e
DAY 9
THE PASSAGE
ROMANS 3:21-31
THE POINT Every human being who has ever lived, or ever
will live, stands guilty and condemned before God. God has
provided just one way of escape for every single one of us: the
blood shed on the cross by Jesus, His Son. The righteousness
we need, as a prerequisite for sharing eternity with Him in
heaven, is provided for us as a free gift of His grace alone; we
receive it by putting our faith and trust in Jesus; we can’t earn
it by obeying God’s perfect law. There is therefore no place for
boasting about our pedigree etc.
THE PARTICULARS
• We cannot start to understand the Gospel until we first
realise that ALL (ie ‘I’) have sinned and fall short of God’s

DAY 1 0
THE PASSAGE
ROMANS 4:1-12
THE POINT The fact that men can only ever be put right
with God by faith and not by good works is shown clearly in
the example of Abraham (Genesis 15:6), and in the words of
David (Psalm 32:1-2).
THE PARTICULARS
• Genesis 15:6 makes it quite clear that it was his faith
(“Abraham believed God”) and not his works that made
Abraham right with God (“and it was credited to him as righteousness”).
• We receive something either by earning it through work done
or as a gift by the giver’s grace. Salvation can only come as a
gift.
• Psalm 32:1-2 makes it clear that David had the same view.

DAY 1 1
THE PASSAGE
ROMANS 4:13-24
THE POINT If we take the path of the Law in our journey to
heaven we are acknowledging that sin and disobedience
deserve God’s anger and ultimate rejection, and there is no
real value in His promise of eternal life – because any slip on
our part would mean death. If, on the other hand, we take the
path of grace we can trust all of God’s promises, and are therefore certain of reaching our destination. We demonstrate that
our trust is real by taking hold of God’s promises and acting on
them in spite of how things seem.
THE PARTICULARS
• God’s promises can only be depended on on the basis of His
free grace. By bringing law-keeping into the equation we con-

DAY 1 2
THE PASSAGE
ROMANS 4:25-5:11
THE POINT We have been put right with God through faith
in Jesus’ death and resurrection for us. This gives us peace
with God and many grounds for rejoicing. God’s love for us is
shown most of all in the fact that Christ died for us while we
were still His enemies!
THE PARTICULARS
• Because Jesus died and rose again, our faith in Him gives us a
right standing before God and access to all the gifts of His
grace.
• Things about which we can really rejoice include the following
– the sure and certain hope of sharing for ever in God’s glory;
– being able to see suffering in a new light as we see God
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glory.
• Jesus’ righteousness and blood are the ONLY way to peace
with God and heaven. We receive these ONLY through faith in
Him.
• Everyone who has been saved, is being saved, or will be
saved, is saved because Jesus died on the cross. This applies to
Abel, Noah, Abraham, Moses, Samson, David, Hezekiah,
Isaiah, etc, etc, as much as it applies to Peter, Paul and Mary,
to you and to me!
• The OT sacrificial system is useless apart from Christ (25-26).

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• Have you made the 2 most important discoveries anyone can
make: (1) you are a sinner; (2) Jesus is the only Saviour?

Take Abraham, for instance.
• The Jews’ saving relationship with God was symbolised by
the covenant sign of circumcision, much as baptism symbolises ours. But Jews must not assume the symbol, in itself,
actually secures the relationship, because Abraham was
“saved” first (Genesis 15:6), and only later was he circumcised
(Genesis 17:1-14).
• Abraham’s true children are those who share his faith, not his
gene-bank or his identity as one who has been circumcised
(12).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• What are you depending on to get to heaven: your family
background? ... your good living? ... your baptism or Church
membership? ... or only on what Jesus has done for you? (be
honest)

We walk by faith, not sight.
demn ourselves, setting up a scenario that must lead to our
demise!
• Abraham’s true offspring are all those who share his faith.
• Abraham’s faith was severely tested when Sarah could not
conceive; but he trusted God and pressed on regardless. (See
Hebrews 11:17-19 for a further example of Abraham’s faith.)

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• Abraham’s life shows that saving faith isn’t an airy-fairy idea
but an active commitment to God’s promises. What would you
say to someone who claimed to have faith but whose life failed
to demonstrate any commitment to God’s ways or promises?

I cannot but rejoice!.
using it to teach us to persevere and to build up a godly character;
– having the Holy Spirit filling our hearts with God’s love.
• People would usually only give their lives for those genuinely
(the “good”), and not just technically (the “righteous”), worthy
of such a sacrifice. God’s amazing love is shown in that He
didn’t even wait for us to be worthy (which we could never be),
but sent Jesus to die for us while we were still sinners and enemies.
• Since God made friends with us while we were still His enemies we can be sure He will stay friends with us in Christ for
ever.
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• Are you rejoicing in Christ? Is it obvious? If not, why not?

b i b l e
DAY 1 3
THE PASSAGE
ROMANS 5:12-19
THE POINT We are all born into Adam’s family, inheriting
his sinful nature and destined for eternal death away from
God. If we are born again by faith into Jesus’ family we take
on His nature and inherit the gift of eternal life that His righteousness has earned for us.
THE PARTICULARS
• Adam broke God’s rules. Even without doing anything we all
inherit Adam’s sinful nature, but then our own sins show our
family likeness to Adam and prove our own personal guilt; we
can’t blame Adam for it. God’s law gives all this a legal basis.
• Death in the world is the direct result of Adam’s sin (12).
Since the reality of death permeates the whole of the created

DAY 1 4
THE PASSAGE
ROMANS 5:20-6:14
THE POINT Although the grace that saves me must be
greater the greater my sin, it would be irresponsible for me to
sin more in order to increase the grace. In Adam we are under
the law, and can’t help but sin. In Christ we are under grace,
and so are free to choose not to sin. We should use this freedom to get rid of the sin that is no longer appropriate to the
new life we now have in Christ.
THE PARTICULARS
• The law only serves to motivate us to greater sin (cf 7:7-10);
but greater sin also leads to greater grace; and greater grace
brings eternal life and leads to greater righteousness. Great!
(20-21).
• Are we urged, then, to seek more grace by sinning more? No!

DAY 1 5
THE PASSAGE
ROMANS 6:15-23
THE POINT Being under grace sets us free; but not to do
anything we like, ie be our own master. It sets us free to be
slaves to righteousness and slaves to God (which sin would
never allow us to do when it had us in its power under the
law’s regulations). Master Sin pays wages – death; Master
God gives a free gift – eternal life!
THE PARTICULARS
• The Christians at Rome had clearly been set free from their
old sinful ways – things that they were now quite ashamed of
and that clearly would lead to eternal separation from a holy
God.
• Paul was confident that they had understood the doctrines of

DAY 1 6
THE PASSAGE
ROMANS 7:1-6
THE POINT Paul moves from the master-servant illustration
and now uses marriage as a way of explaining the relationship
between law and grace. But his point is exactly the same:
grace doesn’t just release us from the law into a vacuum, it
brings us into a new, fruitful relationship with Christ as our
husband and head.
THE PARTICULARS
• The illustration of marriage makes Paul’s point about law and
grace even clearer. A woman can only be married to one man
at a time, but she is free to marry again if her first husband
dies. In Adam, we are married to the law and must obey it;
when we are saved by God’s grace the law is no longer in

s t u d y
Only two family heads.
order, the Fall must have occurred close to the beginning of
Creation!
• Eternal life is available as a gift to all. By faith in Jesus we
can inherit His nature, taking on His righteousness as ours
(15-19).
• In Adam, all (without exception) die; in Christ, all (without distinction – Jew/Gentile, male/female, slave/free) receive the gift
of eternal life. We are either in Christ, or we are still in Adam.

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• How does this passage help us understand why infants manage to do wrong things, but not right things, without being
taught?
• How does verse 12 fit in with the theory of evolution?

Set free... to obey.
(1). rather that grace is best seen by its fruit of righteousness
(13).
• Jesus died and rose again to give us life. Baptism is a picture
of our dying to sin (burying our old sinful nature in the
process), and rising again to a new life where sin no longer
rules (2-12).
• In the realm of law, sin rules. But under grace, God rules –
and so every part of our lives must be surrendered to Him (1314).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• What would you say to someone who says that now we are
under grace we should put aside the Ten Commandments?
What place do they have in the life of a Christian? (cf Matt.
5:17-20)

New master, not no master!.
God’s grace, but was concerned that they ran the risk of using
the benefits of grace as an excuse for living however they liked.
• True freedom is total submission to the God who designed us
and made us, who has our best interests at heart, and who loved
us enough to send His own Son to die on a cross to save us. True
freedom is therefore expressed best in holy, obedient living.

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• Because we depend on grace alone for our salvation it’s easy
to drift into thinking sin doesn’t matter so much – God will
forgive us, that’s what grace is all about. Does this passage
expose any habits, attitudes or life-style activities you need to
deal with?

New husband, not no husband!.
charge of us, it dies, and this sets us free to marry Christ and
be subject to Him.
• There is a further parallel: when we were married to the law
as descendants of Adam, the expression of our passions in that
relationship produced fruit consisting of things leading only to
death; married to the risen, living Christ we bear fruit to God!
• The new way puts legalism aside and serves God in the Spirit.

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• Have you been freed from bondage to the law by God’s grace?
• Are you married to Christ as His bride? ... or going it alone? ...
or just pretending to live in a de facto relationship with Him?
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DAY 1 7
THE PASSAGE
ROMANS 7:7-25
THE POINT The law commands, but gives no strength to
perform; it points out my sin, but can’t enable me to conquer
it. “To walk and work the Law demands, but gives me neither
feet nor hands; a better hope the Gospel brings: it bids me fly,
and gives me wings.”
THE PARTICULARS
• The law isn’t totally bad, it serves some good purposes.
Taking the 10th Commandment (“Do not covet”) as a typical
example:
1. It shows me what sin really is (7);
2. It proves to me how powerful sin is (8); and
3. It makes clear to me my true position before God (9-11).

DAY 1 8
THE PASSAGE
ROMANS 8:1-17
THE POINT Jesus has set the believer free from the sentence
which the law showed he was under, and has given him the
Spirit as the proof. This is the only way such an amazing
change can happen, so all mankind falls into only two possible
groups – A: those who live under the Spirit’s control; and B:
those still living under sin’s control. It is Group A’s God-given
duty to live in line with the Spirit’s leading; Group B have no
option but to live as sinners!
THE PARTICULARS
• Those who have put their faith in Jesus can never be subject
to condemnation – they’ve been freed from the law’s demands
(1).
• Jesus made a double exchange with us – He took on our sin

DAY 1 9
THE PASSAGE
ROMANS 8:18-27
THE POINT Although we have been freed from sin, and
received the gift of eternal life, we still must live out our days
in a world damaged by sin. Paul gives us some important facts
to encourage us.
THE PARTICULARS
• God’s Plan for Creation has the following features:– the original Creation was perfect, without death and decay;
– Man introduced death and decay into Creation by his sin;
– Jesus came to deal with sin, and redeem and renew
Creation;
– the final renewal will not happen until Jesus comes again;
– in the meantime, God’s redeemed people are to wait in
hope.

DAY 2 0
THE PASSAGE
ROMANS 8:28-39
THE POINT This is God’s world, He alone controls it; we are
His chosen people whom He loves; He sent Jesus His Son into
the world to do everything necessary to put it right; so we
have nothing to fear.
THE PARTICULARS
• God encourages me further with the following extra facts:– I am His – He chose, called and justified me, and will glorify me;
– He is sovereignly working everything for my ultimate good;
– His purpose is to keep working on me until I am like Jesus;
– if He didn’t even spare His own precious Son in the process
of redeeming me, I can rest assured He will do everything else
necessary to ensure my spiritual health and final salvation;
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The inner conflict.
• Thus, I must admit the law is: 1. holy, 2. righteous, 3. good
(12).
• The law can’t be held responsible for my spiritual death, sin is
the culprit. The law is only the whistleblower on sin (13).
• The law points out to me how powerless I am to deal with my
sinful nature; I do what I don’t want to do, and vice versa.
Thus again the law serves a good purpose; sin is the problem
(14-25).
• The Good News is: Jesus can rescue me from all this (24-25)!

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• Can you identify personally with Paul’s struggle here?
• What other commandment(s) could you use as an example in
your present experience? Is Jesus rescuing you? (be honest)

Only two kinds of people.
and died; He gave us His righteousness to fit us for eternal life
(2-4).
• Everyone has a “mind-set”: the believer has a mind set on
what the Spirit desires, leading to life and peace; the natural,
unregenerate man has a mind set against God, leading to
death (5-8).
• The Spirit who raised Jesus from the dead gives us life and
confirms that we are God’s children, co-heirs with Christ, free
to know God, not as Judge, but as a loving heavenly Father (917).

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• What are all the benefits this passage says the Christian has?
• What are all the obligations this passage reminds us we have?

Our groaning ‘Plan A’ world.
• God encourages us in our struggle with the following facts:– suffering here, bad as it is, is nothing compared with
heaven;
– it is all part of God’s original Plan, which includes renewal;
– the concepts of “suffering” and “hope” are part of the original Plan, and are a necessary part of our spiritual development;
– God has given us His Spirit to help us pray and stay on
track.
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• What have you learnt from this passage that encourages you?
• How do this passage (especially vss 20-21), and Revelation
13:8, help us to see that this world is God’s Plan A and not
Plan B?

Wow!.
– with God working for me, no one can ever succeed against
me;
– Jesus rose again and is now at God’s right hand as my
friend;
– no trial that might come to me, not even death itself, takes
Him by surprise, or can ever separate me from His love in
Christ;
– with His help, and through His love, I can conquer everything.
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• With these facts before us, why do we ever doubt or complain?
• Today’s passage is the culmination of Romans 1-8. What is
the most significant thing you have learnt this month? Why?
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news
UCA affirms Judaism

T
he Uniting Church in Australia
has adopted a statement affirming that
the Christian understanding of Jesus is
enhanced through closer dialogue with,
and openness to, Judaism.
Passed at the recent 12th Triennial
Assembly, the statement names the
Uniting Church’s understandings about
the Jewish faith and seeks to promote
greater
understanding
between
Christians and Jews and a deeper appreciation of our common heritage.
Associate General Secretary Rev.
Glenda Blakefield said: “As Christians,
we need to remember that Jesus of
Nazareth lived and died a faithful Jew.
Greater understanding of Judaism
enriches our own understanding of the
teachings of Jesus.”
The statement also acknowledges the
failures of the church in misunderstanding Jewish faith and participating in the
growing separation of Christianity and
Judaism.

Catholic honours Luther

T

he Bishop of Osnabruck in northern Germany, Franz-Josef Bode, has
said that the 16th century reformer
Martin Luther offers a “positive challenge” to Catholic and other Christian
churches.
“It’s fascinating just how radically he

puts God at the centre,” Bishop Bode
told the German Protestant news agency
epd.
Luther, said Bishop Bode, had rightly
denounced failures in the Church and
recalled the roots of faith, Ecumenical
News International reported.
“The focus on Christ, the Bible and
the authentic Word – are things that we
as the Catholic Church today can only
underline,” said Bishop Bode, adding
that especially with the Second Vatican
Council, the Catholic Church has been
able to address in a new way Luther’s
thought and his esteem for the Word of
God.
Bishop Bode acknowledged elements
of division between the Catholic Church
and Luther, in areas such as the priesthood and the sacraments, but said the
Catholic Church would deal better with
such dissent.
Cath News

PM backs poverty bible

A
ustralian Prime Minister Kevin
Rudd has expressed his support for a
Bible that highlights verses dealing
specifically with poverty. He said the
Poverty and Justice Bible was an
“extraordinary” work that drew attention to “the challenge facing us all”.
Mr Rudd was speaking at the
Australian launch of the Bible at
Parliament House in Canberra.
Opposition leader Malcolm Turnbull
was also present.
The Poverty and Justice Bible was
developed by the UK Bible Society in a
bid to show that the Bible is relevant to
everyone and was published to the

praise of church leaders and politicians
last year. The Bible highlights in orange
more than 2000 verses on nearly every
page from Genesis to Revelation that
speak of God’s attitude to poverty and
justice. It also includes a study guide
suggesting ways in which individuals can
get involved in tackling poverty and
injustice.

Prayer before sex

T
he London based Catholic Truth
Society has published a Prayer Book
for Spouses complete with a prayer to
prepare for sex. The prayer implores God
to “place within us love that truly gives,
tenderness that truly unites, self offering that tells the truth and does not
deceive, forgiveness that truly receives,
loving physical union that welcomes,”

PCA Ministries –
South Australia
We urgently need
help in South Australia
There’s an urgent need for Ministers, Home
Missionaries or other suitably qualified
people to come here and preach the Gospel
as well as care for the flock in this part of
God’s Kingdom. There is a particular need
in a large regional city with a diverse background and a projected growth to exceed
100,000 in the next 20 years.
Do you think you would meet the criteria?
Do you revel in the challenge of
proclaiming Christ?
Is a regional city your preferred choice of
locale?
If this is you then you may be the person
we’re looking for!
The person we envisage for this challenge
would need to meet the requirements of
PCA Ministries (copy available on request)
and would, ideally have some form of
additional income available as funds are
limited.
We’re looking forward to hearing of your
interest in this challenge for the Kingdom.

PREZRA School of Theology
If you’re interested in gaining
qualifications for service then we suggest
you consider training with PREZRA.
The courses are free;
They are structured to meet the requirements of the Australian College of theology
(A.Th., L.Th., as well as the Home
Missionary Certificate (HMCertif.)
There is also a Certificate of Biblical
Studies for Lay Workers available.
Contact: Rev. Kevin Stow
jeanflynnpcsa@hotmail.com
or
Phone: (08) 8284 1719
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reports The Daily Mail.
The 64-page book adds: Open our
hearts to you, to each other and to the
goodness of your will. Cover our poverty
in the richness of your mercy and forgiveness. Clothe us in true dignity and
take to yourself our shared aspirations,
for your glory, for ever and ever.
According to a London auxiliary
Anglican bishop Paul Hendricks, the
prayer’s inclusion was “brave but good”.
“I suppose it is a bit idealistic but it is
recognising that God is at the heart of
the marriage relationship between husband and wife,” he said.
Cath News

Bit of ancient bible found

A
fragment of the world’s oldest Bible,
the Codex Sinaiticus, has been uncovered hidden underneath the binding of
an 18th century book in an Egyptian
monastery, news reports said.
British-based
Greek
academic
Nikolas Sarris, spotted a previously
unseen section of the Codex Sinaiticus,
which dates from about AD350, as he
was trawling through photographs of a
series of book bindings from the 18th
century in the library of St Catherine’s
Monastery in Egypt, The Independent
and the Telegraph reported.
Over the centuries, antique parchment was often re-used by St Catherine’s
monks in book bindings because of its
strength and the relative difficulty of

finding fresh parchment in such a
remote corner of the world.
The 30-year-old student conservator,
who has been involved in the British
library’s project to digitise the Codex,
said he almost instantly noticed the distinct Greek lettering visible in a section
of a book binding, The Independent said.

Carey’s grave restored

T

he grave of missionaries William
Carey, Joshua Marshman and
William Ward have been restored by
the
West
Bengal
Heritage
Commission. William Carey is regarded
as the “father of modern missions”.
The graves of the missionaries –
known as the Serampore Trio – are more
than 150 years old and were in a state of
disrepair. The three Baptist missionaries
founded the Serampore College in 1818,
one of the most reputable Christian
institutions in India, as well as more
than 100 “monitorial” schools in the
region.
Christian Today

Refugees: Christians jailed

C

hinese Christians Li Mingshun and
Zhang Yonghu have been jailed for aiding North Korean refugees fleeing to
South Korea through China, China Aid
reports. Li and Zhang were among several Christians helping to provide food,
shelter, and transportation for the 61

refugees crossing Northern Chinese
provinces into Mongolia, where neutral
state laws permit residents to seek asylum in South Korea.
A ChinaAid spokesman said: “The
trial was held August 17, 2009 in the
Erlianhaote City People’s Court. Human
rights lawyers defending Li and Zhang
hoped to raise awareness concerning the
Chinese government’s treatment of
North Korean refugees through this
case.” Ms Li was sentenced to 10 years in
prison, and Mr Zhang seven years.
Assist

Indian mayhem: few convicted

O
nly 24 people have been convicted a
year after anti-Christian mayhem took
place in India’s Orissa state, while the
number of acquittals has risen to 95,
compounding the sense of helplessness
and frustration among surviving
Christians, Compass Direct reports.
Dr John Dayal, secretary general of
the All India Christian Council, called
the trials “a travesty of justice.” Last
month a non-profit group, the Peoples
Initiative for Justice and Peace,
reportedly found that as many as 2500
complaints were filed with police following the violence in August-September
2008 in the eastern state’s Kandhamal
district. Police registered only 827 complaints and arrested fewer than 700 people, even though 11,000 people were
named as attackers.

‘The Manse’

Stanley, Tasmania
Holiday Accommodation
3 bedroom furnished home available
to Presbyterian family and friends –
Very Reasonable Rates
For More Information phone:
(03) 6458 1116 (03) 6458 1321

Visiting
Melbourne?
Worship with us at South Yarra
Presbyterian Church • 621 Punt Road
Every Sunday 10.30am & 5.30pm.
Pastor: John Stasse
Phone: (03) 9931 1546
(Less than 3 kms from CBD)
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Among those acquitted was Manoj
Pradhan, who allegedly led mobs that
killed Christians and burned their
houses a few months before he became a
state legislator from the Hindu nationalist Bharatiya Janata Party. At the
same time, a fast-track court last month
delivered its first life sentences for those
convicted of murder in the 2008 violence, sentencing five people to life
imprisonment for their involvement in
the killing of Pastor Akbar Digal.

Theologian dies

Geoffrey W. Bromiley, theologian
and translator, died on August 7, aged
94.
Christianity Today described the
renowned church historian and historical theologian, and professor emeritus
at Fuller Seminary in Pasadena, as one
of the most significant background figures in 20th century theology. He helped
shape English-language Christianity
over the past six decades, translating
and editing — from several original languages — thousands upon thousands of
pages of theological works from such
notables as Karl Barth, Jacques Ellul,
Helmut
Thielicke,
Wolfhart
Pannenberg and Ernst Kaseman.

Win for freedom

T
he Australian Christian Lobby
welcomed the Victorian Government’s
change of heart last month in recognising the need to protect religious freedom
in proposed changes to the Equal
Opportunity Act 1995.
ACL Victorian director Rob Ward said
some of the options canvassed as part of
a review of exceptions and exemptions to
the act would, had they been implemented, have had serious repercussions
for churches, church schools and churchrelated organisations.

“Faith-based groups throughout
Victoria have been united in their strong
concern about a number of the options
being looked at as they would have
undermined the very core of these bodies by preventing them from upholding
their beliefs in terms of who they
employ and therefore how they operate,”
Mr Ward said.

More attacks in Pakistan

Ithatn thekilledwakeatofleast
Islamists setting fires
seven people in
Punjab Province in August, the latest of
several attempts to provoke further
attacks on Christians took place in a village on September 4 when unidentified
men tore pages of the Qur’an and left
them at a church.
Police said they were able to cool tensions in Chak 8-11-L Mission Village,
near Chichawatni, after the torn pages
of the Muslim scriptures were left at the
Associated Reformed Presbyterian
Church and on a nearby road.
Sources said they have witnessed similar attempts to ignite attacks on
Christians in several areas of Punjab
Province since an Islamic mob on August
1 burned seven Christians alive in Gojra
over a false accusation of blaspheming
the Qur’an. In several other areas of
Punjab Province, the timely intervention of Christian leaders and police has
averted further incidents – so far.

Pakistani police open fire

A

t a funeral for a Christian man
allegedly tortured to death while in custody on a spurious charge of blaspheming the Qur’an, police in Sialkot,
Pakistan, yesterday fired on mourners

out

back

trying to move the coffin to another site.
Christians suspect police tortured
Robert Danish, 22, to death on
September 15 after the mother of his
Muslim girlfriend contrived a charge
against him of desecrating Islam’s scripture. The allegation led to calls from
mosque loudspeakers to punish
Christians, prompting an Islamic mob to
attack a church building in Jathikai village and beat several of the 30 families
forced to flee their homes.
Eyewitnesses at the funeral in
Christian Town, Sialkot, said police fired
shots directly at the Christians, injuring
three, when mourners began to move
the coffin toward nearby Jathikai.
Mourners fled.

Congo plea for killers

C

hurch leaders in the Democratic
Republic of Congo are urging the government of the central African nation to
rescind death sentences pronounced on
two Norwegians for murdering their driver. A military court also found Joshua
French and Tjostalv Moland imported
military weapons and plotted hostile
acts against the Congo.
“This is an issue of great concern to
us. We have said this is not good,”
Bishop Josué Bulambo Lembelembe,
the vice-president of the Church of
Christ in Congo, told Ecumenical News
International.
The military court said they were also
found guilty of spying on Congo for the
Norwegian government. The sentences
included demands that the two men and
the Norwegian government pay the
Congo $US60 million ($A69 million) in
damages.
Ekklesia

tag

along

We, Laurie & Gwen Peake, are planning in April 2010, to revisit many places
that were in our patrols when we worked with PIM. These are places of
historical interest to the Inland Mission such as Charleville, Innamincka,
Beltana and Oodnadatta. The tour will start at Charleville on 24th April 2010
and terminate at Alice Springs on Sunday 9th May. We will also be making
contact with as many patrol padres as possible. We are happy for a few folk,
at their own expense and risk, to join us on this trip and discover first hand
the mighty work that PIM undertakes. Those wanting to come would need
access to a High Clearance 4WD vehicle. If anyone is interested they may
contact us on 07 4627 4157 or lg.peake@bigpond.com
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agenda
‘Little repentance’ for crisis
By Jenna Lyle

T
he Archbishop of Canterbury has
expressed his disappointment at the lack
of repentance among bankers for their
part in the global financial crisis.
Speaking on the BBC’s Newsnight
program last month, Dr Rowan
Williams said that bankers, politicians
and even the church needed to repent
for their complicity in the culture of
excess that triggered the crisis.
“There hasn’t been a feeling of closure
about what happened last year. There
hasn’t been what I would, as a Christian,
call repentance,” he said.
“We haven’t heard people saying,
‘Well actually, no, we got it wrong. And
the whole fundamental principle on
which we worked was unreal, was
empty’.”
The Archbishop warned that the huge
payouts and bonuses made to bankers
after the crisis signified a “failure to
name what was wrong – to name what I

called last year idolatry”.
He went on to warn of public resentment over the bonuses, saying that the
Government should have capped them.
“What I am picking up is just that
sense of bafflement, of a muted anger
that the bonus culture isn’t challenged,”
he said.
When asked if the church should have
spoken out more over the financial
excesses of the last few decades, the
Archbishop answered yes.
“I guess I do, but I suppose like most
people we felt intimidated by expertise
and that’s a very dangerous place for the
church to be,” he admitted.
The Archbishop added that theologians had a role to play in the debate on
wealth creation, and that economics
was “too important to be left to economists”.
Christian Today

Law introduces stoning

A
new Indonesian bylaw which
endorses stoning to death for adultery
and caning of up to 100 lashes for homosexuality should be repealed immediately, international human rights organisations have declared.
The local Islamic Criminal Code

“The Harvest is Plentiful
but the Laborers are Few”
Matt. 9:37
St Andrew’s Presbyterian Church in Moe is seeking a full time Minister
to lead a congregation of committed Christians who are spiritually strong
with a real trust in the Lord.
The parish is located in the rural township of Moe, in Gippsland within the
Latrobe Valley region. Sustained by a diverse and growing population, Moe and
the surrounding townships are well positioned, accessible to snowfields,
national parks and beaches and all within easy reach of Melbourne city.

Can you:
• Engage a rural and industrial population in the good news of the gospel,
• Build the church’s profile and engagement within the community,
• Work with a team to establish and build the Lord’s ministry vision and
strategy, instilling a strong biblical faith?

Do you:
• Want to be a valued member of a willing congregation committed to the
Lord’s work?
• Want an opportunity to preach the good news of the gospel?
If you answered yes to these challenges and opportunities
and wish to find out more about the position, please contact the Interim
Moderator Reverend Mark Smith via telephone 03 5625 4112 or via email
mark@drouinpresbyterian.org.au to discuss the role further.

In the Lord we trust
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was passed by the Aceh Provincial
House of Representatives last month.
It forbids a number of acts including
drinking alcohol, gambling, intimacy
between unmarried couples, adultery,
fornication and homosexuality.
“The new criminal bylaw flies in the
face of international human rights law
as well as provisions of the Indonesian
constitution,” commented Sam Zarifi,
Amnesty International’s AsiaPacific director.
He added: “Stoning to death is particularly cruel and constitutes torture,
which is absolutely forbidden under all
circumstances in international law.”
Indonesia’s central government has
indicated that the law may contravene
Indonesia’s existing human rights protections under the country’s constitution.
“We welcome the concerns expressed
by different levels of the Indonesian government about these laws,” Zarifi said.
“But the proof is in the doing, and as
long as these laws stay on the books,
they pose a serious threat to Indonesia’s
international human rights obligations.”
This is the first time that local legislators have included stoning to death as a
penalty for adultery.
Ekklesia

The Christian Education and Nurture
Committee (CENC) of the
Presbyterian Church of Victoria
is seeing a suitable candidate
to fill the position of

State
Youth Worker
The Primary purpose of this position
is to encourage and equip those in
Youth Ministry within the
Presbyterian Church of Victoria in
the discharge of their duties.
A full position description and other
related materials can be downloaded at the CENC website
(http://cenc.org.au).
Applications Close:
15 November 2009
Return Application to the
CENC Secretary:
Rev Andrew Venn
39 Ford St, Ringwood Vic 3134
Phone: (03) 9870 5182
Email: secretary@cenc.org.au
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EU to ‘silence’ Christians
By Jenna Lyle

A

Christian legal group is warning
that the EU’s proposed Equal
Treatment Directive will silence
Christians and undermine their ability
to profess their faith.
Christian Concern for our Nation
(CCFON) said the directive had the
potential to be used as an “instrument of
cultural genocide” and persecution
against Christians.
“Its provisions are likely to restrict
Christian freedoms to the extent that, in
certain cases, we would be silenced and
prevented from providing goods or services to the public without violating our
consciences, particularly if required to
promote other religions or the practice
of homosexuality,” said director
Andrea Minichiello Williams.
CCFON warned that under the directive, businesses and employees in the
EU’s 27 member states risked being sued
for harassment if they failed to provide a
good or service in instances where it
contravened their religious beliefs.
“This will cast a chilling shadow over
free speech and freedom of expression
for Christians, as it will for those with
any views that challenge the prevailing

‘politically correct’ ideology,” said Ms
Williams.
She said the directive failed to provide
protection for the freedom to follow
one’s religious conscience and balancing
mechanisms to arbitrate between competing sets of rights, such as the right of
a homosexual to practise his lifestyle
against the right of a Christian to refuse
to facilitate the practice. The CCFON
was already dealing with cases of
Christians being suspended under similar equality laws in the UK.
Christian Today

First Christian TV station

O
ne of the region’s most popular
satellite services from Egypt, Nilesat,
has accepted an Arabic Christian station
on its platform.
The latest media developments in the
Arab world reveal an oscillation between
contradictory trends shaping the freedoms and restrictions on Arabic
Christian TV broadcasters, according to
Arab Vision.
The broadcast charter adopted by
Arab governments in a meeting in Cairo
last year seemed to pave the way for the
curtailing of the relative freedom
enjoyed by Arab satellite broadcasters,

but this is offset by the Nilesat move.
Some of Arab Vision’s own Christian
TV programs are reaching the Arab viewers through these broadcasts.
An Arab Vision spokesman said:
“Obviously we are delighted that our TV
programs – offering support to the Arab
churches and addressing various societal needs – will now reach even more
viewers through this popular satellite
platform. But there are no guarantees
for the longevity of these types of
opportunities, and we remain concerned about a possible backlash in the
days to come.”
Some sectors of the Arab press are
already criticising the inclusion of the
Christian station on Nilesat. An article
in the Egyptian daily newspaper,
Almasryoon, questions why the satellite
administration officials are “insisting on
broadcasting a Christian channel
offending Islam and hurting millions of
Muslims,” especially as it rejected a
channel by the authoritative Al-Azhar
University.
The Arab Vision spokesman said:
“The tit-for-tat political agendas of Arab
governments and institutions will no
doubt continue to drive the opportunities and restrictions in the Arab media
world.’’
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Sacrificial lambs
The crippling cost of clergy abuse goes well beyond the victims.

Barney Zwartz
The following case involves a Catholic perpetrator and victim, but clergy sexual abuse is
found in all churches and institutions. The
Presbyterian Church in Australia has not
been immune. The purpose of this article is to
highlight the terrible cost: to victims, those
who love them, the perpetrator and those
who love him, as well as to wider society.

G

AVAN BOYLE, a slight 14year-old, had no idea what it
meant when Monsignor
Penn Jones told him to go
last in the shower at holiday camp and
the other boys said “Gavan’s next”.
What did happen next robbed him of his
life, turning him gradually into a virtual
derelict recluse who weighed about 38
kilograms when he died of a combination of starvation, alcoholism and
untreated cancer in 2005. It also
blighted the life of his family, particularly brother Jim Boyle and sister Jill
Mather, who suffered grief, guilt,
despair, anger and helplessness. Jim had
a massive heart attack that he survived
only because he had already taken himself to hospital, while Jill’s marriage
nearly crumpled under the stress, she
put on 20 kilograms and lost all self-confidence.
Jones – cathedral administrator,
chaplain and chancellor of the
Archdiocese of Melbourne, who received
a glowing obituary from Archbishop
Frank Little on his death in 1995 – anally
raped Gavan, the culmination of three
years of increasingly severe molestation
at the camps.
The family is naturally angry at
Gavan’s abuse. “I now regard Gavan’s
death as effectively a murder by
Monsignor Jones, though the process of
dying took many years,” Jim Boyle told a
conference on clergy abuse at the
University of NSW the day before his
heart attack in June last year.
But what really makes their blood
pressure soar is the response of the
Catholic Church when Gavan finally dis-
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In all the hideous
stories of clerical
abuse and shattered
lives, the cataclysm
wreaked upon the
families and loved ones
of the victims remains a
largely untold story.
closed what had happened. They believe
it amounted to a second round of abuse,
of Gavan, themselves, their spouses and
children. Jim Boyle told the conference:
“The most painful issue remains the
continuing callous and apparently calculated responses of the Melbourne
Archdiocese to Gavan’s pain and to mine
and that of all my family.”
They are bitter about the process in
general, the mental health experts at
Carelink (the support agency set up for
victims by the Melbourne diocese), the
compensation panel, and especially
Melbourne Archbishop Denis Hart, who,
they believe, avoided both them and his
pastoral responsibilities. After two years
of trying, Jill says she had to enlist the
help of the papal nuncio (Pope’s ambassador) in Canberra to get him to amend
a plaque on the wall of St Patrick’s
Cathedral honouring Penn Jones.
Gavan has been dead for nearly four
years, but the ramifications roll on. In all
the hideous stories of clerical abuse and
shattered lives, the cataclysm wreaked
upon the families and loved ones of the
victims remains a largely untold story.
They are victims too.
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What happened to Gavan
At 12, in 1960, Gavan joined the altar
boys at St Patrick’s Cathedral, where he
served until Archbishop Mannix’s
funeral in 1963. He attended the altar
boys’ camp at Shoreham, where he was
assaulted with increasing severity each
year by Jones, who was in charge of the
camp. Gavan became reclusive, and at
university became a binge drinker. He
had serious car accidents and drink-driving convictions and was often beaten up
because he had no sense of boundaries or
danger, according to Jim Boyle, though
he functioned well for many years.
His worsening alcoholism meant he
had to retire as a school teacher at 49. He
would ring his siblings when the TV
stopped about 3am, and talk for hours,
often almost incoherent through drink
and rage, but otherwise excluded them
and everyone else. In 2004 he told them
of the abuse, and they encouraged him to
tell the church, which he did in 2005.
He saw independent commissioner
Peter O’Callaghan, QC, in February, and
received a letter in March saying his story
was accepted. He had two interviews
with Carelink counsellors in April, saw
the compensation panel in October and
was offered $37,000 in November.
Within a fortnight, he was dead.
In his last years, Gavan would not
allow Jim or Jill to help, or even open the
door or answer his phone. Finally Jim got
into the house: “Gavan let in a priest he
trusted, and didn’t know I was there. He
was lying on a mattress on the floor in his
own stink, with no food in the house, just
grog,” Jim recalls. “We got a social worker
to come in and threaten to commit him,
and he finally went to hospital. He
weighed 38 kilograms.
“He died from a combination of starvation, alcoholism and cancer. He didn’t
want to live; he’d given up interest in life.
He said on his deathbed: ‘I want it all to
go public. They just didn’t care.’ Those
were almost the last words he said.”

a b u s e
What happened to Jim
The biggest source of grief is the relationship he never had with his younger
brother. “The abuse Gavan suffered
insidiously destroyed our relationship. I
felt utterly unable to reach him on an
emotional level, and somehow I felt, and
still feel, some responsibility for his
demise.” His family all knew something
was wrong, that Gavan was suffering, but
could not pry it from him. Jim’s wife and
daughters were also unable to get close.
“I often felt helpless and perplexed,”
Jim told the University of NSW. “I didn’t
know what was at the core of Gavan’s
problems or even the extent of his alcoholism, and that caused me to feel guilty
as well as very concerned. My own
brother desperately needed help, but I
was helpless to provide that, or to understand or change his circumstances. That
still frequently reduces me to tears.
After Gavan’s death, Jim looked for
answers, trying to follow up the Carelink
psychiatrists and Archbishop Denis
Hart. What ensued, he claims, is itself a
significant case of abuse. It left him tormented and enraged about Gavan’s
plight and by the anger he felt towards
Archbishop Hart, who was “supposed to
represent the compassionate heart of the
church” but whose response he considered cold, calculated, evasive, and devoid
of compassion.
Jim became obsessed by his quest for
justice for Gavan and the family, culminating in his heart attack the day after he
presented his Sydney paper.

tees, in the parish, and more. “I was a
very, very active member of our church
community. I do none of that now.”
After Gavan died, she tried to raise the
idea of a national reconciliation day for
abuse victims, along the lines of the
“sorry day” for indigenous people, but
met a brick wall.

What happened to Jill
Today Jill says she is coping well, but
she has only recently come through the
other side of a very dark time. Her marriage nearly crumbled and her children
suffered greatly. Gavan would phone her
three or four times a week, full of anger
and abuse.
“I found it hard to handle because I
was helpless to do anything to make him
feel better. He constantly belittled my
work with the church, my abilities as a
journalist with the local paper and as a
mother... This made me feel confused
and inadequate. My self-esteem plummeted. I rarely slept more than four
hours a night, my weight rose 20 kilograms and my relationship with [my husband] Jim hit an all-time low. I felt most
unworthy of being loved. I could not verbalise how I was feeling and ended up on
medication for depression.”
Jim Mather says Jill was difficult to
live with at this time. “She was very dis-

The church’s failures
The three interviews with the independent commissioners and Carelink left
Gavan deeply traumatised, Jim Boyle
says, but he was never offered counselling — the one thing he wanted, as he
wrote on the Carelink questionnaire.
Jim Boyle believes the Carelink intervention amounted to further abuse, so
much so that he made 30-page formal
complaints to the medical boards of both
practitioners, which were rejected.
After Gavan’s death, Jim asked to meet
the psychiatrist, who told him: “Some
victims just get over it, others succumb
to alcohol.” Jim says he was appalled at
the callousness: “No empathy, no sympathy, just blame the victim.” When he
sought a second interview, he was
stunned to receive a letter from the archdiocese’s solicitor saying it wasn’t necessary. He felt intimidated. “For the first
time in my life I was unable to sleep. I was
in a hell of a state.”

tracted and irrational, taking offence at
almost anything I said or did. Even helping round the house caused friction, as
she took it as a criticism of her abilities.”
It was only after counselling that they
recognised this as a reaction to Gavan’s
abuse of her.
It alienated her children from the
church — none goes now. Jill still loves
church — “the eucharist is very precious
to me and that will never change, but I
find it difficult to go” — but her deep
commitment to the institutional church
is over. She had been a salt-of-the-earth
Catholic, working on diocesan commit-

The huge suffering of
people who have been
abused by priests and
others whom they
should have been able
to trust – it just tears
at my soul.
Archbishop Denis Hart

The church’s response
The Melbourne archdiocese freely
conceded to The Age that Gavan’s case
was shocking and tragic. But the church
believed that the Boyles were as satisfied as possible with the response to
them, until Jim’s complaints arrived. It
also feels that few cases have been
reviewed as much as Gavan’s because
Jim’s complaints were considered by the
Medical Practitioners’ Board, the
Psychologists’ Registration Board of
Victoria,
the
Health
Services
Commissioner
and
the
Legal
Commissioner, all of which effectively
dismissed
the
complaints.
Archbishop Hart said in a statement to
The Age: “I sincerely believe that we did
all we could to help [Gavan]. He was
very well supported by each element of
the Melbourne Response scheme. He
was given all of the best personal care he
was entitled to. He was given financial
compensation and offered all of the
counselling and support services which
he deserved. Regrettably, and for his
own reasons, he did not make use of the
services which were made available to
him.
“I have deep concern and compassion
for all victims of sexual abuse,” he said.
“‘I think the real great tragedy has been
that there are any victims at all. The
huge suffering of people who have been
abused by priests and others whom they
should have been able to trust — it just
tears at my soul.
“I find it a tremendous burden, and
it’s a burden felt by the majority of our
priests and our people. And the church
wants to do everything that we can to
put things right.”
The family are not convinced. Both
Boyles are adamant that the Melbourne
Response needs to be overhauled. Gavan
got money but little else, and money was
the least of his concerns, they say. Jill
Mather may never get over the guilt that
she encouraged Gavan to turn to the
church for help, having read “all the
hype” about helping victims of clergy
abuse.
“I said to Gavan, ‘They will look after
you.’ I knew it would take a miracle to fix
him totally, but I thought someone could
try. But they didn’t. Nobody cared
ap
enough.”
Barney Zwartz is religion
editor of The Age, where this
article first appeared.
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letters
Long dazed

I

read with interest John Buchanan’s
response (AP, August) and particularly
the comments re “days” in Genesis 1.
While the literal Biblical timeframe of
creation is indeed very unpopular in
today’s “evolutionary” world, the long
timeframe required by the theory of evolution also presents significant challenge when reading God’s Word. The
length of creation “days” in Genesis 1
receives much focus. However, consistency requires similar treatment of
other passages later in the Bible which
also describe the creation period as
being “six days”. For example, when
Moses received the second set of stone
tablets (Exodus 31:17-18), God said that
He made heaven and earth in six days.
Both God and Moses understood the difference between day, year and eon and I
am prepared to accept that God chose
His words carefully when talking to
Moses.
A requirement for long ages also
means that there must have been death
before Adam while Romans 5:12 claims
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that death entered the world through
Adam’s sin. Both versions cannot be correct! Also and on the sixth “day”, God
assessed all He had made as being “very
good” (Gen. 1:31) – which appears
strange if, in fact, death, disease & suffering were in the world at the time.
Genesis 1-11 provides definitions for
sin, marriage, entry of death and decay
into creation to name but a few. There is
danger in interpreting apparently clear
Biblical passages to fit in with a predetermined position because, if this is
acceptable at the start of the Bible, then
why not also throughout the rest of the
Bible. Much loved verses would be fundamentally changed if, for example, the
“belief” and “eternal life” of John 3:16
could be interpreted differently. For me,
I prefer to take God’s Word as written (2
Tim. 3:16).
Spencer Maddrell,
Cherrybrook, NSW

Modern creation myth

IBuchanan’s
was interested to read in John
letter (AP, August) that he
does not believe maintaining the position of a six-day creation is particularly
relevant to the church’s decline. The
dominant religion controlling our culture is secular materialism which says
there is only matter and energy and
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these created the universe and life
unaided through long periods of time
plus chance. Richard Dawkins is
emphatic that this view enabled him to
become an intellectually fulfilled atheist.
In contrast, the Bible teaches in Romans
1:18-20 that the basis of God’s wrath
against men is the suppression of their
universal knowledge of God as the powerful, eternal, divine creator of the
world. This connection is said to be so
obvious that all mankind is without
excuse.
If you do not clearly challenge the creation myth of your culture then God’s
wrath becomes of little concern and the
gospel becomes irrelevant – as has happened in our culture.
While it is true that Genesis 1 and 2
uses the word day in different ways, the
qualification of morning and evening
leaves no room for alternatives to a literal 24-hour day. Ex. 20:9 further confirms this understanding. Calvin was
actually quite emphatic about six ordinary days in opposition to the idea that
he made it instantly. Calvin believed we
should follow the Bible rather than
men’s speculations. The Westminster
Confession chapter 4:1 is also clear
about a six-day creation.
Any honest scientist will tell you that
the more we know, the more we know we
don’t know. It is wiser to challenge

l e t t e r s
human wisdom and keep people confronted with their Creator than blunt
the gospel with respectable syncretism.
Stephen Moody,
Surrey Hills, Vic.

Received with thanks

T

hank you for the hard work the AP
team and the contributors put into the
magazine. Each edition teaches me
something new, makes me think more
critically about my faith, helps me to ask
intelligent questions, and encourages
me to not compromise on issues of the
gospel.
Denominational differences is an
issue that floats around in the back of
my mind and pops up every now and
then in conversation. I’ve struggled a lot
with the tension between showing love
to all the brothers in the faith and pursuing peace, with knowing which battles
for truth to fight for when doctrines differ. There have been a couple of things in
recent history (i.e. the last 18 months!)
that have helped me to develop my
understanding of this tension.
I’ve just been reading the Reflection
on Christian unity from the April 2008
AP by Iain Murray, “One (sort of)”, and
been reminded of the primacy of the
gospel that must not be compromised in

a quest for organisational unity, but that
this should not encourage us to draw up
our battle lines and prevent us from
cooperating in our mutual goal of furthering God’s kingdom. I love the quote
in the article from J.C. Ryle on this issue:
“Keep the walls as low as possible and
shake hands over them often.” I think
this provides a very helpful insight on
the issue – we must accept that there will
be differences of opinion, even within
the church, but we should not allow this
to become the basis of resentment or
judgmental attitudes.
Melinda Lattimore,
Wagga Wagga, NSW

Helping us grow

O
ur Lord knows that when we serve
him it is with a grateful heart and we
shouldn’t do things in His service for our
own accolades. However it is helpful to
get a bit of encouragement along the
way.
The National Journal Committee,
those people who contribute to the
Australian Presbyterian and those people
who are responsible for the production
of the magazine are worthy of encouragement. This magazine has been at the
forefront of the new Presbyterian
Church culture when aroused from its

slumber at the dubious enlightenment
called church union in the ’70s.
For us who have been willing subscribers, the Australian Presbyterian has
played a part in our spiritual growth
since then. AP’s content has always provided lateral thinking with its various
themes and topics. It provides a medium
where the Presbyterian Church of
Australia can promote biblical perspectives in a fallen world.
It is disappointing that the states see
the need to fly their own flag, albeit
their publications provide interesting
and encouraging reading. The
Presbyterian Church has neither the
resolve nor the strength to maintain
this sort of dysfunctional approach.
How wonderful if these resources and
talents were put into the national publication with a section on individual state
news.
It is quite misleading to think that the
magazine or newspaper being freely
available at the entrance of the church
door isn’t costing you, the church members. The annual subscription amount to
the Australian Presbyterian represents
good value in the Lords’ stewardship and
encourages the commitment of the
National Journal Committee.
Derek Douglas,
Charleville, Qld
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prayer
October 2009

21 Presbytery of Brisbane 13 ch
(charges) totaling 17 cgns
(congregations) with about 1165 c&a
(communicants and adherents), and
640 yf (younger folk – Sunday School
and youth), 1 missionary, 1
deaconess, 5 rtd min (retired
ministers) and 3 u j (under
jurisdiction). Guido Kettniss clerk.
22 Ian and Christine Case mission
partners (APWM) workers from
Mitchelton, Brisbane with WEC
International involved in
Information Technology and greatly
needing technical fellow workers.
23 National “Flourish” Conference on
women’s ministries tonight and
tomorrow at Sydney Chinese church,
Surry Hills. Craig Tucker and many
specialized speakers.
24 Reformation Thanksgiving Service
tomorrow at Annerley church,
Brisbane. Dr Rowland Ward (PCEA)
speaking.
25 Through this week be praying for the
maintenance of Australia’s Christian
heritage and political stability – in
workplace relations, the economy,
the sanctity of human life, victims of
natural disasters and the prevention
of addictions.
26 The students and staff of
Presbyterian Ladies College,
Burwood Vic.: Elaine Collin principal,
Charles Green chaplain.
27 Pray for the vacant Leongatha hms,
Vic. with about 50 c&a, 8 yf and 4 e.
28 Alan and Faye Canavan mission
partners (APWM) workers from
Warburton, Vic. with Wycliffe Bible
Translators, involved in producing
study material for the Bwanabwana
scriptures they translated for Milne
Bay PNG.
29 WA Assembly meeting at Becton –

Billy Macro moderator, Glen Musket
clerk – all office-bearers teaching,
fellowship debates and decisions.
30 “Heart Aflame” Conference at South
Yarra church Vic. today and
Thanksgiving service tomorrow
celebrating the 500th Anniversary of
John Calvin’s birth – Douglas Milne
and Jared Hood speaking.
31 Praise our Sovereign God for
bringing the Gospel to light after
centuries of medieval darkness. Pray
that our and all churches may be
relying on Scripture (rather than
human tradition or reason), God’s
grace (not human merit), faith (not
our works), Christ (and no other) and
give God alone the glory.

November 2009
1

2
3

4

5

6
7
8

North Adelaide ch with about 65
c&a, 15 yf and 6 e; Chris tenBroeke;
the new Korean congregation under
Rev Ahn, a number of new
worshippers from several overseas
countries and youth ministries.
Presbytery of Central Coast NSW – 5
ch with about 735 c&a, and 160 yf, 7
rtd min. Matthew Ham clerk.
Dal and Corrine Proudfoot mission
partners (APWM) workers from
Woonona, NSW in island SE Asia
with Overseas Missionary Fellowship
involved in theological teaching.
Dromana-Mornington ch (2 cgns)
Melbourne, with about 65 c&a, 25 yf
and 2 e Michael and Jennifer
Wishart.
Tony and Shona Archer mission
partners (APWM) workers from
Warburton, Vic. building support to
work with Pioneers of Australia in
the Middle East.
Pray for the vacant Coolah-Dunedoo
hms NSW with about 60 c&a and 5 e.
Joseph mission partners (APWM)
worker from Vic. in a very sensitive
area.
Tregear ch W Sydney with about 100
c&a, 70 yf and 3 e; Mark and
Glanville.

9

10

11
12
13

14

15
16

17

18

19

20

Tracey (and Rick) Rempel – nee Croll
– mission partners (APWM) worker
from Epping, NSW in Zambia with
Missionary Aviation Fellowship.
Presbytery of Bass, N Tas., 4 ch and 3
special (hm) ch totaling 15 cngs with
about 700 c&a, and 135 yf , 2 rtd
min, 1 uj. Norman Shellard clerk.
Pray for the vacant Whitfords ch N
Perth with about 150 c&a, 75 yf and
5 e.
Balmain-Rozelle ch (1 cgn) Sydney
with about 80 c&a and 6 e; Ivan and
Joan Ransom.
Linda Goldthorpe mission partners
(APWM) worker from Dalby, Qld
with International Teams involved in
work among refugees in Innsbruck,
Austria.
Moderator General Robert Benn at
the National Alliance of Christian
Leaders and national Prayer
Breakfast, Canberra.
St Kilda-Balaclava ch (2 cgns)
Melbourne with about 40 c&a, 3 yf
and 3 e; Bob and Alison Thomas.
Brett Graham recently ordained as
assistant to David Tsai at Sydney
Chinese church, Surry Hills Chinese
Church with about 650 c&a, 150 yf
and 18 e.
Ian and Dorcas Denness mission
partners (APWM) workers from
NSW/Vic. border in South Asia with
REACHACROSS (formerly RSTI)
involved in medical and literature
ministry.
Kempsey ch including South West
Rocks NSW N cst with about 70 c&a,
20 yf and 5 e; Steven and Hayley
Soldatos.
Witness in universities and other
tertiary educational institutions by
Christian students, staff and
chaplains.
Merrylands East ch Wstn Sydney
with about 225 c&a, 130 yf and 5 e;
Hamdy and Samia Awad, Sami and
Samia Gerges. NSW Melbourne.

✃

Subscription form
Please send me Australian Presbyterian magazine...
1 year subscription (11 issues) ($38.50 inc. GST)
2 year ($70.40 inc. GST)
Overseas: $A45 per year

Donation

Magazine Missions

Gift Subscription

Deliver to:
Name ______________________________________________________
Address ____________________________________________________
_________________________City/Suburb ________________________
State_________________________P.code ________________________
Country ____________________________________________________
Phone ______________________________________________________
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Payment Details
Please find enclosed
Cheque/money order to Australian Presbyterian for: $__________
Please debit $__________ from my
Visa

Bankcard

Mastercard

Account number:
Expiry date:____/____

Name on Card__________________________

Signature________________________________

Please send completed forms to:
Australian Presbyterian PO Box 375, Kilsyth VIC. 3137
Phone: (03) 9723 9684. Fax: (03) 9723 9685. Email: aus-pres@bigpond.net.au

b o o k s

books
A Handful of Pebbles
Peter Barnes
Banner of Truth, 2008
Reviewed by Stuart Bonnington

W

ritten by the AP’s own Peter
Barnes, who is surely one of the
most gifted ministers of the Presbyterian
Church of Australia, this little booklet of
80 or so pages presents the reader with a
well written and researched introduction
to the great spiritual “sickness” that has
been infecting the western Christian
church since the Enlightenment – so
called “theological” liberalism.
It is part church history survey, part
practical theology. Barnes warns the
reader against this “belief system which
rejects the orthodox view of the
Christian faith as set out in the Bible and
summarised in the historical creeds”. He
suggests “a rough kind of chronology is
observable in the rise of liberal theology
in the modern period. In general, the Old
Testament was questioned first, then the
writings of the Apostle Paul, and finally
Christ Himself was portrayed in a way
which differed radically from the eye witness accounts of the New Testament
writers”.
A Handful of Pebbles is a good place to
start if one wishes to understand why the
pews are empty and the church doors are
closing in so many mainline denominations world-wide and why as the 21st
first century dawns “the mainline has
become the sideline”, as some might say.

an oncoming semi-trailer: Bad luck, pal,
Dad.
More eloquent but no more hopeful
was the response of Madame Curie to
the death of her husband, Pierre, also
killed in a traffic accident. Mme Curie
recorded in her diary: “It is the end of
everything, everything, everything.”
The deaths of Christians – from the
great ones to the death of 14-year-old
Andrew Luedi, who died of a brain
tumour in Coffs Harbour in 1993 – are
far different. There is sadness and
pathos, but also triumph. There are
quite a few typos, and the reference to
Irenaeus should be to Tertullian (page
69), but this is the kind of book that
will do much to encourage believers
who are facing death.
Peter Barnes is books editor of AP.

Word Wise
Alison Brown
Edinburgh: Banner of Truth, 2009.
Reviewed by Peter Barnes

T

his is just splendid! It is the
most appropriate and helpful
introduction that I have seen for
youngsters of infants or primary
school age. My complaints are minor.
Mrs Brown does make it sound like
there are no archaeologists who disagree with the Bible, which is to
claim too much. Also, the blue-grey
boxes on the various pages have too
much shading on the right hand side,

which can make a letter or two a little difficult to read.
But this is wonderfully done, and I
take it that because this is said to be
volume one, that at least means there
is a volume two planned. Hopefully, it
means more than that. Write on, Mrs
Brown!

Man Overboard:
The story of Jonah
Sinclair B. Ferguson
Banner of Truth, 2008.
Reviewed by Stuart Bonnington

O

riginally published in 1981 this little book preserves a series of sermon that Dr Ferguson preached during
his memorable ministry at the Tron Kirk
in central Glasgow. It is good to see it
back in print as it is packed full of deeply
theological comments focusing on personal spiritual experience and the missionary involvement of Christian people.
It could bear the sub-title “Evangelism
and the sovereignty of God” but someone else has already used this! Ferguson’s
skill as a sensitive and exegetical theologian shines forth on nearly every page.
How fortunate we are to have him as
keynote speaker at the 2010 GAA, the
Lord willing. This book is a gem.
All books reviewed are available from the
Reformers Bookshop – Phone: (02) 9569
9857 or visit www.reformers.com.au

Stuart Bonnington is minister of Scot’s
Kirk, Fremantle.

The Blessedness of Death
Dallas Clarnette
Rosebud: Ninth Avenue Press, 2009.
Reviewed by Peter Barnes

D

allas Clarnette has compiled a 70page book on how Christians
down through the ages have faced
death. He compares this with an obituary notice inserted in the newspaper
by the father of a young man killed in
1981 when the car in which he was
travelling aquaplaned into the path of
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Stumbling blocks
We are not to offend, nor yet to please. Tricky!

Peter Barnes

S

tumbling blocks are necessarily
present in a fallen world, yet
the person who is a stumbling
block is responsible before
God, and Christ pronounces a solemn
“Woe” upon him (Mt. 18:7). This issue
actually surfaces quite often in the New
Testament. Yet it is not all one-way traffic. There are some stumbling blocks
that are God-given and necessary; there
are other stumbling blocks which are the
result of sin; and there are yet others
where considerable wisdom is required
in dealing with them.
The person of Christ is said to be a
stone of stumbling and a rock of
offence (Rom. 9:33; 1 Pet. 2:8). Jesus
tells us: “Blessed is the one who is not
offended by me” (Mt. 11:6). These
days people have discovered a right
not to be offended, but the claims of
Christ will necessarily offend the unregenerate sinner. After all, He claims to
be the way, the truth, and the life, with
no one coming to the Father except
through Him (Jn 14:6). He claims to
be the judge of the whole world (Jn
5:28-29).
If this is not true, we have to face J.
Gresham Machen’s question: “What
shall be thought of a human being who
lapsed so far from the path of humility
and sanity as to believe that the eternal
destinies of the world were committed
into His hands?” That Christ will decide
the eternal destiny of every one of us on
this earth is offensive in the extreme to
the unbeliever, but foundational to the
believer.

R

elated to this is the offence of the
cross. Christ crucified, says Paul, is
a stumbling block to Jews and folly to
the Gentiles (1 Cor. 1:23). Here is the
opinion of Cicero: “How grievous a thing
it is to be disgraced by a public court;
how grievous to suffer a fine; how grievous to suffer banishment; and yet in the
midst of any such disaster we retain
some degree of liberty. Even if we are

32

his most grievous afflictions was to do
with the fact that he could not undo all
the damage he had done as a
Manichaean. As a Manichaean, he had
convinced one particular colleague of its
truth; and, as a Christian, he failed to
convince that same colleague of its
falsehood.

The Christian life is
paradoxical. While seeking not to be personally
offensive we must live
out a message which
will offend.

threatened with death, we may die free
men. But the executioner, the veiling of
the head and the very word “cross”
should be far removed not only from the
person of a Roman citizen but his
thoughts, his eyes and his ears. For it is
not only the actual occurrence of these
things but the very mention of them,
that is unworthy of a Roman citizen and
a free man.”
So contrary was the idea of a crucified
Messiah to the mind of the apostle Peter
that he vigorously declared that such a
thing could never happen. Hence Christ
called him “Satan”, and said that he was
a stumbling block to Him (Mt. 16:2123). The scandal – or stumbling block –
of the cross is inherent in the Christian
message (Gal. 5:11).
Yet Christians are to do everything
possible not to be stumbling blocks to
others (Mt. 18:7; Rom. 16:17). On matters of idolatry and sexual immorality, it
goes without saying that we are not to
be a stumbling block to those around us
(Rev. 2:14). For nine years the great
Augustine was a deluded member of the
dualistic Manichaean cult. As a powerful orator, he proved to be a convincing
advocate for a bad cause. After he
became a Christian in A.D. 386 one of
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H

owever, says Paul, there are issues
on which we are not to pass judgment on one another, but rather to
decide never to put a stumbling block or
hindrance in the way of a brother (Rom.
14:13). Charles Simeon had to deal with
the Duchess of Beaufort who was suffering in her conscience from having to go
to balls, the theatre and the races with
the Duke.
Simeon’s comment was “what would
be wrong in one person, would not be
so in another; and what would be
wrong under some circumstances,
would not be so under other circumstances. What would be wrong if done
from choice might not be wrong if done
for fear of offending others, or of casting a stumbling-block before them, or
with a view to win them”. The Duchess
decided not to go to the theatre and the
races, but to go to balls if the Duke so
wished it.
The Christian life is a paradoxical one,
often lived on a tightrope. The Christian
is not to offend Jews, Greeks, or fellow
Christians, but to seek to please everyone in everything (1 Cor. 10:32-33). Yet
the servant of Christ dare not live to
please man (Gal. 1:10)! While seeking
not to be personally offensive in any
way, we are to proclaim and live out a
message which will offend all who know
ap
nothing of the new birth.

Peter Barnes is minister
of Revesby Presbyterian
Church, Sydney.

